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Letters to the Editor

November 18,1999

ment and workers, that the U.S.'s corporate
"appearance"
is agenda at the WTOis toprotect the environThereason it gives this
because that is the reality. Appearances are ment and the world's workers. When it
not always deceiving. The WTO is an un- lookedlikeNAFTAmight go down todefeat,
democratic institution that works in secretfor PresidentClintonadded side agreements on
the interest of corporations and not for the labor and the environment to placate the
worlds'populace.Andjust asFatherSundborg opponents. They haveneverbeen enforced.
does not think a faceless secret organization The history of theU.S.includes doingeveryis good, the opponents of the WTO alsodo thing from the devastationofVietnam to the
not think a faceless secret organization is complicity in genocide inEl Salvador,allfor
good. Again, they think it should be dis- the good of itsultimate victims.No thinking
mantled andreplacedwithademocratic open personcanfind thereal agendafor theU.S.in
institution.
the mere pronouncements ofits government
Father Sundborg thinks weneed to leave officials.
concerns about the environment and labor
If you think the WTO is secretive, if you
rights toother organizations. Why? Why do think itdoes not concern itself with the enviwe needany organization in this world that ronment, if you think it does not concern
does not foster democratic institutions,envi- itself with human rights for workers, you
ronmental health and human rights? And should and must be against it. We are sadtherein lies the evil of the WTO. It is an dened to think Father Sundborg does not
organization whosepurposeis clearly to nur- think it's possible to have world organizature corporate power. The question posedis tions that serve the planet and its people
do you believe corporations are human in- rather than its corporations.
ventions that exist to serve people and to be
controlled bypeople or do you think people BrianHenderson
Adjunct Professor, mathematics
exist to servecorporations?
If youbelieve the formeryoumust demand Eric Bairn
Freshperson, honors
thatany worldinstitution on trade be democratic and put at its forefront the health and Jeffrey Chavez
Senior, journalism
well being of the world's people and our
planet. Economic development and division Danielle Dekker
Senior, psychology
ofthe planet's wealth cannot andshould not
be separatefrom environmental concerns and Amber Era-McGarvey
human rights, unless you believe corpora- Junior, drama
tionshavean independentexistenceof equal Lindsay Graveley
Senior,social work
value to thehumans of this planet.
Sundborg
"developing
Father
states
coun- KenR.Johnson
Senior,political science
tries have a comparative advantage because
having
MollyMcCarthy
of
lowerenvironmental standards and
Senior, sociology
having lower labor standards," and that developing countries are adamantly opposedto MicheleM.McCue
the inclusionoflaborpractices as aconsider- Elizabeth Meter
Sophomore, ecological studies
ation for trade.
sort of faceless."

WTO
"Itis the corporations whoprofit

from low laborandenvironmental

standards in thesedevelopingcountries, and it is they who are opposed to these restrictions. Does
(Father Sundborg)mean tosay the
people ofHaiti enjoy a better life
because they get to work for a
dollar a day and breathe carcino"
genic fumes? Of course not.
Thedifference betweenFatherSundborg's
position and that of the opponents of the
WTO is that opponents of the WTO can
imagine democratic institutions that serve
the interests of humanity while Father
Sundborg is willing to settle for the WTO.
Father Sundborg states "you absolutely
need tohave somekindofstructure for negotiating trade agreements between countries
andsettlingdisputes." We acceptthat as true,
but why not develop democraticinstitutions
that serve that purpose? If a government
needs alegislature,doesthat meanthat a selfappointedbody made up only of say white
landowningmales is a positive thing for a
particular countryand the structureand existence of that undemocratic legislature should
not be challenged? Of course not.
To determineif a legislature is good, one
would look to see whether it was democratically elected, functioned in a democratic
manner and served the interests of the citizens over which it ruled. If it did not, the
citizenry of that country would have every
right and duty todemandit bedisbandedand
replaced with a democratic institution. That
is exactly the position that opponentsof the
WTO are in.
FatherSundborgsays the WTO "gives the
appearance of being this faceless institution
kind of this secret. How doesit really work,
whois really involved,how dothey go about

their facilitation of negotiations. It remains
kind of likethis bigorganization that seems
TheSpectator welcomes Letters to the
Editor. Allletters must be signed and
include telephonenumbersfor daytime
verification. All lettersare subject to
editing and become property of The
Spectator.Letterslongerthan300words
may be cut for length.

Itis the corporations whoprofit from low
laborand environmentalstandards in these
developing countries, and it is they who are

MattNowlin
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Senior, English and French

Christy Roelke
opposed to theserestrictions. Does hemean Freshperson,environmental studies
to say the people ofHaiti enjoy a betterlife Eddie Salazar
because theyget to workfor a dollar aday and School of Theologyand Ministry
breathe carcinogenicfumes? Of course not. Julie Shiprack
Corporations can force other countries to Senior, internationalstudies
lower their standards to Haiti is in order to
FRESHFOLK
compete. The WTO is about a race to the
bottom, and if we allow the finish line to be
"
defined by the WTO, thepeople of thisplanet
"When I
first saw "freshfolk on
lose the race and the corporations win.
the front page of The Spectator,"/
Finally with all due respect to Father
wasn 't even sure what it meant.
Sundborg,it seems naive to say that because
Ijust wanted to say that Idon't think
theU.S. articulates concern for the environ"freshman" should be
with
replaced
"freshfolk"
or
"freshperson." Most
people think of"freshman" as someone in
their first year of high
school or college. In
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fact,

the MerriamWebster dictionarydefines "freshman" as "a
first-year student."
Thereis no mention of
gender. When Ifirst
saw "freshfolk" on the
front pageofThe Spec-
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tator,Iwasn'tevensure
what it meant. If Ihad
tried to look up
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"freshfolk" in the dictionary,Iwouldn't have
found anythingbecause
it isn't there. Ihope
The Spectator will reevaluate its decision to
replace "freshman"
with "freshfolk."
RyanBass
Junior,computer
science

The Spectator is theofficial student
newspaper of Seattle University. It
is published everyThursday,except
duringholidays and examination
periods, for a total of 28 issues
during the 1999-2000 academic year.
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Nelson Mandela ticket lottery held last night

Student lottery tickets reduced to 87, other schools invited
Amy Jenniges

Puget Sound, Seattle Pacific Uni-

News Editor

versity, and Shoreline Community
College will be present at the
Connolly Center speech Dec. 9.
Seattle Preparatory School and
ODeaHigh School,along with 10
area public high schools, will be
sendingeight students each.
"Graca Machel and Nelson
Mandela have given their lives towardexpandingoursenseofshared
humanity,and inviting as manydifferent college and university students to thisconvocation isone way
toexpress this value,"Father Cobb
said.
Insteadof the original250tickets
set aside for SU students, thenumber wasreduced to 225.
Several blocksof tickets wereset
aside for groups such as the SU
choir, thelaw school, AHANAand
students helpingwith the convoca-

Only two names wereuneligible,
dentmember of the SU Mandela/
Machel Committee, wasenlisted to and the rest of the stickers were
distribute.
placedon slipsofpaperandputinto
As a result of welcoming these thebox.There were 288 total valid
The lottery for student ticketsfor
students to the SU campus, num- entries in the lottery.
the Nelson Mandela and Graca
Machel Convocation in December
bers had to be shifted around and
"It was personally disappointing
washeldlastnight,but fewernames
the finalnumber to be drawn in the not to see more students enter the
undergraduate andgraduate student lottery,"So said.
were drawn than expected.
lottery was set at 87.
The drawn names were matched
"The Seattle Host Committee
respresentativeasked us last week
TheASSUcouncil agreed tohelp up with theirapplicationsafterward,
to invite seven additional colleges
run thelotteryprocess several weeks to find the email addresses to conago and facilitated the drawing last tact the 87 ticket winners.After the
and ten additional high schools and
night.
to provide a total of 271tickets to
87 were drawn, 75 more names
them," said Father Jerry Cobb, SJ,
George Sedano,the ASSU coun- werepulled out to be alternates.
cil advisor, was asked to pull the
The tickets arenon-transferable.
chair of the Seattle University
Mandela/Machel Committee. 'To
names from theofficial boxthatthe If a recipient cannot go, the ticket
council usually uses for election will be redistributed to the first alfind this many tickets at this late
ternate on the list. Also, if more
date in the process required us to
ballots.
Seadano read the names aloud, tickets should become available,
reduce the tickets allotted to the
University of Washington, Seattle
and they were entered ina computer they will go to the alternates.
and then verified by an ASSU repAll peopledrawn received an eCentral Community College, and
SU."
resentative.
mail last night with instructions for
All names in the drawing were picking up their ticket.
Twenty-five students each from
Evergreen StateCollege,NorthSe- tion
verified by the ASSU representaThe faculty and staff lottery was
attle Community College, NorthSome of these groups of tickets tive council earlier against alist of held Monday,and noticesofnames
west College in Kirkland, Pacific were originally not included in the stickers with the names of currently drawnwill goouttoday,accordning
to FatherCobb.
Lutheran University,Universityof student tickets that Frank So, stu- enrolledstudents.

WTO forum expands SU dialogue
AMY BARANSKI
Staff Reporter

and sets thestandardsforequal trade. Caplan.
Italsoprovidesaforum for discuss'Thelosing country is supposed
ing disputes. And providesrules of to change its law or change it's
The Albers School of Business stability and order in which to hash regulation," Caplan cited from the
put together a panel discussion in- outdisagreementsof trade,"Guppy DisputeSettlement Understanding,
cludingthree speakersrepresenting said.
ofthe WTO.
differentsides of the World Trade
"Nowtheycan't force them to do
Guppy also talked about the efOrganizationlastTuesday.
fect tradeand the worldmarket has it. But if they don't do it then the
provision of compensation could
was
to
two
on the Northwest.
Their desire
have
"If Wash, state were a separate beresorted to," Caplan said.
policy speakers, one for and the
If that doesn't work the last
other against the WTO. They also country,it wouldbe among the 30
wanted to have two issue focused largest exportersin the world. Sespeakers. However, after consult- attle and Tacoma together as coning several companies and The tainer portshandlesevenpercent of
Show, the host organization of the allUS exportsandsix percent ofall
WTO, they wereunable tocome up imports,and together those two fawith a representative from industry cilitiesmakeup thelargest shipping
that is pro-WTO.
container terminal complex in the
Panelists Paul Guppy, Ruth U.S. after Los Angeles," Guppy
Jennifer Elam
Caplan and Marti Schmidt partici- said.
StaffReporter
Ruth Caplan is the directorofthe
pated in a civil discourse about
policy andimplicationsoftheWTO. CorporateGlobalization and PosiThe week that students return
Guppy, a native ofSeattleand an tive Alternatives Campaign, a naThanksgivingbreak is tradifrom
alumniof SU, worked for adecade tionalcampaign for the Alliance of
tionally a time to beginpreparing
in the executive branchof the U.S. Democracy.
for finals andfor finishingpapers.
Caplan focused on the changes
government. He also worked in
This year, however, when stuCongressin Washington D.C. asan that have occurred since the post
dents return to Seattle University
advisor and analyst on tradeissues. WWII environment.
after Thanksgiving, there willbe
Under theoldGATT, if twocounHe was there during the time that
a more global event taking place
bothNAFTA and WTO legislation tries disagreed about the meaning
in Seattle.
passed.
oftheGATTagreement,they would
Students concerned withsocial
Currently, he is the vice-presi- go before the disputepanel and try
and
economic issues willbe able
dent for research at the Washington to settle their differences, accordto participate in events that go
Institute, a non-profit free market ing to Caplan.
beyond the normal collegeexpe"But in order to enforce [the
research organizationin Seattle.
rience
as the World Trade OrgaWhenGuppypresentedhispolicy panel's ruling] every country that
nizationholds
a ministerial meetperspective of the WTO he briefly wasa partoftheGATT had to agree
ing Nov. 30 through Dec. 2.
discussed its history and organiza- including the losing country. You
The WTO willbebringingleadcanimagine therewasn'tmuchforce
tion.
ers from all around the world to
Guppy made clear that proceed- behind this kind of enforcement
Seattle and will be discussing ising World War IIthe notionoffree mechanism," Caplan said.
sues which will lead the world
With the new GATT, under the
trade was that itcould be a catalyst
21st century.
intothe
for smoothrelationsbetweencoun- WTO, the dispute panel's resoluevent
This
will be one of the
tries. Thus, tension leading to war tions will be enforceable unless
Seattlehas ever
biggest
events
that
could be alleviated.
every country agreednot to,includseen, drawing protesters as well
"The founding mission of both ing the winning country, according

method of enforcement is tariffs.

Caplan found the 100 percent tariffs placed on goods going in and
out of the European Union to be
confusing.
Her point wasthat the WTO was
supposedto aid in lowering tariffs,
yet in this instance tariffs were be-

ingraised.

See Forum on Page 7

plannedfor Nov. 30

the General Agreement on Trade to Caplan.
"You can imagine how unlikely
and Tariff andthe WTOis topeacedisputes
fully resolve trade
among that is," Caplansaid.
By
nations.
nature the WTO is a
If the absence of a dispute settleEach
memment
is not mutually agreed upon
organization.
voluntary
vote.
provides
by
ber nationhas one
It
both nations then there are cera forum for loweringtradebarriers tain consequences, explained

out on Tuesday,Nov. 30.
The day will begin at 10 a.m.
with a Citizen's Rally at Memo-

rial Stadium, which is beingorganizedby the AmericanFederation
of Labor/Congress of Industrial
Organization.
The rally will be followed at
12:30 p.m. by a march on the
WTO from Memorial Stadium to
the WashingtonState Convention
Center, where the conference is
beingheld.
Local college and high school
students affiliated with No to
WTO, an organization createdby
People forFairTrade, willalsobe
taking part in the march.
SU'schapterofNotoWTOhas
not finalized their plans for participation in the march yet.
According to MattNowlin,student Campus Minister of social
justice,students who want to take
part indemonstrations against the
WTO should keep Nov. 30 free.
"There will be some sort of
as trade leaders.
event in the quad with a march
Thousands of labor unionists, following, but the times have not
students, environmentalists and been finalized yet," Nowlin said.
Anyoneat SUinterested inparactivists willbe in Seattle to protest and rally against the WTO.
ticipating in the march can conat
The culmination of these pro- tact Matt Nowlin
tests will be the city-wide walk- mnowlin @ seattleu.edu.

Thefollowing is the list of the
87namesdrawnin last night's
lottery, in alphabetical order:
Kaya Adams
Demetris Allen
Jessica Barker
Lisa Kubicki Bedford
Shawna Behling
Alyssa Berg
Nathaniel Bernstein
Lori Blomer
Douglas Boushey
Francis Bowler
Katherine Boyd
Lissa Brady
Erica Brooks
Patrick Buchanan
Ona Canfield
Christopher Canlas
Heather Case
Megan Cieslinski
Daniel Clarke
Yenerma de las Alas
Jennifer Dellacroce
Kerry Donoghue
Adam Dysart
Jennifer Elam
Simon Farretta
Rachelle Fletcher
Antonio Frietas
Kelly Fullerton

Jennifer Garrison
Erin Hafer
Yoshiko Harden
Marie Hoang
Stacy Hoffman
Katie Hollingsworth
Scott Hoogerwerf
Erin Home
Payam Imani
Kenneth James

Amy Jenniges

Thomas Johnson
Ken Johnson
Jeanne Judd
Colleen Kane
Ye Fung Kao
Megan Kelley
Eirk Kerzee
Lisa King
Cary Kloster
Jessica Knapp
Julia Knott
Joe Kon
Anna Kopranos

Monica Lambson
Bernard Liang
Christina Liv
Clementine Lord
Owen Lunz
Amelia Madsen
Justin Mcßride

Derek Miller
Sarah Miller
Samara Mohamed
Thomas Monahan
Stephanie Moore
Mary Nabaggala
Susan Peacey

Phaleab Pech
Romelia Ponce
Maria Renteria
Scan Riley
Isabel Robles
Lisette Rogers
Melissa Shapel

Mahela Shaw
Lisa Shin
Yalonda Sinde
Amy Smedsrud

Allison Spiceland
Courtney Sullivan
Stephen Sullivan
Brittany Sullivan
Aisha Torrey-Sawyer
Vannarith Ung
Karen Whittle
Celeste Williams
Elizabeth Wright

Charles Zwick
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Law School symposium explores First Amendment
November 18,1999

AMY BARANSKI
Staffßeporter
The public's right to know and
theright to privacy wereissues discussed in last Tuesday's symposium held in the Law School.
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedomof speech, or the press; or the
right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the Government fora redressof grievances,"
so states the First Amendmend of
theconstitutionof theUnited States
of America.
A nationallyprominent libellaw
panel including Sandra Baron,
Ronald Collins, Bruce Johnson,
John Shaeffer and Judge Robert
Laskindiscussedinroundtable style
the broad scope of implications of
the First Amendment.
As Executive Director of the LibelDefenseResource Center,Baron
oversees the association's promotion of First Amendment rights in
libel, privacy, and related fields.
Collins directs "FoodSpeak," a
First Amendment project at the
Center of Science in the Public Interest inWashington,DC.Recently
he authored a brief in support of
Oprah Winfrey's defense in the
beef-libel casebefore theU.S.Court
of Appeals for theFifth Circuit.
Johnsonis a partner in the Seattle
office of Davis, Wright, Tremaine

risk being reported for singing that
particular song.
"Inarecent survey of Americans
sponsoredbyFreedomform, 53percent of respondents said the press
had too much freedom. This is up
from 38 percent in 1997. In the
same study 65 percent of Americans said that the press should be
free to publish freely without government approval of a story.That's
down from 80 percent two years
earlier. And those supporting the
media's right toreport government
secrets, a basic First Amendment
tenant, hasdropped from 61percent
to 48 percent, Johnson stated.
Collins emphasized the way the
First Amendment translates into
the defendant.
courtrooms and legal systems.
"Ithink that every
He examined the current penal
law, passed in this very decade, of
story, every book
Johnson,John Shaeffer,RonaldCollins,SandraBrownand JudgeRobertLaskin
and every article is Bruce
Colorado that prohibits the disparspeak at the lawschoollast week.
agement of food.
going to have some
flaw,in the text or in the preparaInLaskin' s opinioneachsidetries media does not hold a very high
"Think about it.Ifyoumake rude
tion,or most likely in both. These to act as though they are the "little regard in the public for accuracy, remarksabout lettuce youmay find
fairness, the things that they aspire yourself in the slammer. Against
arehumanendeavors weare talking guy" confronted with the enemy.
about,"Baron said.
"When you representCBSorthe to," Laskin said.
whomis the deck stacked?"Collins
Laskin,however, highly esteems asked.
represented
Shaeffer
a different New York Times it's hard to conside to First Amendment cases:
vey the impression that you're a the uniqueness of the independent
He remarked that the good news
"I'm the person who tends to be 'little guy,'" Laskin said.
judiciary system of the U.S. gov- is that in 12 other states, such as
the plaintiff in the libel cases,"
Heequatedbringing casesagainst ernment. He likewise appreciates Alabama, one cannot go to jail for
Shaeffer said.
the media to nuclear war.His rea- those freedoms expressed in the speaking ill of food, but only be
Shaeffer alsodiscussed publicity son was that the media's lawyers First Amendment.
sued for generalandpunitive damissues surroundinglibel cases.
often assume the role of the "little
ages.
Johnson reminded the audience
"Libel actions live a lot longer guy,"and theyare equippedwithan that modern press freedom was
"In my experience reporters or
than media stories," Shaeffer said. accumulative listofprecedentcases largely due to the sweaty efforts of activists or others will come to me
Shaeffer explained that the pub- for courtroom ammunition.
the civilrights movement a couple and ask, 'can I
say this about a
particular product?' and Isay 'yes
"I've had a lot of experienceas generations ago.
lic attention lasts about five or 10
minutes for newspaper stories, but the commissioner of the benchbar
'This is not a great corporate you can this is a free country, stand
County Prosecutor's
Office.
Each panelist
openedwithapproximately a fiveminute
statement including
the most important
points ofthe mitigating cases about the
First Amendment.
Baron mentioned
three issues such as
the libel of implication, actual malice
andthe highprohibitivecosts ofmitigating libel litigation,
that make this litigation challenging for

press fire brigade for the state of success story butis \n fact tV\e sucLLP. He has representedthemedia libel suits tend to drag on.
in a number of First Amendment
"But you do seea clash between Washington," Laskin said.
cess wrought be veryhardworking
cases.
the public's right to know and the
This bar attempts to extinguish strugglingpeoples whobattled for
ShaefferhelpedfoundO'Donnell public's belief in the notion of pri- flare ups that occur in the court- civil rights laws," Johnson said.
He contrasted the present free& Shaeffer, LLP, in Los Angeles. vacy. And many times the media room surroundingmedia issues.
When
askedifthemediahas
covdom
of expressionin the U.S.and
lie,
He recentlyrepresented writerBar- can
cheat andsteal toget a story
event
a
of
that
part
copyright
publ
wrong,"
juror
bara ChaseRiboudin her
ered an
was
witb the U.S.S.R. severalyears
andthe
ic thinksthatis
claimagainst the filmAmistad.
Shaeffer said.
mostjurors sayyes to Laskin.How- ago.
He described afriend whostarted
As a jurorLaskin gets to see both ever,when he asks them if the meLasnik serveson theU.S.District
Court for the Western District of plaintiff and defendant try to cloak dia got those stories right, hardly singing "Silent Night" on a cold
Wash, since 1998. Lasnik previ- themselvesin whatisgood,justand anyone affirms.
Christmasnight.Hisfriend wasim"I think it's fair to say that the mediatelyhushedbecauseshecould
ously wasChiefofStaff in the King the American way.

Flat rate tuition proposed to ASSU
AMY JENNIGES

News Editor

John Eshelman, Seattle
sity provost, explained a

Univerflat rate
tuition structure that is being considered at Seattle University to the
ASSUcouncil last night.
The current tuition system at SU
is a per credit model. All students
pay thesameamount foreachcredit
they take, regardless of number of
totalcredits they take.
Under a flat rate system, all students taking between 12 and 20
credits wouldpayone flatrate,close
to the amountpaidnow for 15 credits,adjusted for yearly increases in
tuition.

The majority of colleges in the
area and most Jesuit universities
use a flat rate system, Eshelman
said.
"Thisisan ideabeing considered
by the University," Eshelman said.
"Itis not a done deal."
Thereare severaladvantages to a
flat rate system, asEshelman explained to the council.
Themajoradvantage for students
isthe opportunity to take additional
classes to broaden their education,

The Spectator

without raising their cost
'The vast majority of students at
SUtake precisely 180 hours [toget
their degree],"Eshelman said.
With a flat rate system, students
could take a variety ofcourses that
fit their interests, such as fine arts
classes or classes that do not ordinarily fit their major.
Eshelman also noted that a flat
rate system would encourage students to take a full course load,
therebyincreasinga persistence toward graduation.
Thecurrentpercredit systemcan
lead students to takefewer than 15
credits tosave money each quarter.
A flat rate system would also
discourage students from taking
basic classes at lessexpensiveinstitutions, Eshelman said.
Flexibility in student schedules
wouldalsourge thecreationofmore
2 and 3credit classes that students
can addon to their regularload.
"Ithink we'dsecsome creativity
from faculty [indesigningcourses],"
Eshelman said.
Another advantage to the system
is a consistency of cost for most
students. Even if your course load
changesslightly, you will pay the

"[We're] trying to balance off
what
wouldmake a significant difand forth to the controller
your account,Eshelman explained. ference in the quality [of educaThis is also abenefit for theuni- tion] versus making it accessible,"
versity inestimating revenue gen- Eshelman said.
Otherelements of aflat rate syserated by tuition. With the current
tem wouldinclude a possibleminisystem,revenueperstudentcanfluctuate quarter to quarter depending mum GPA to qualify for the flat
ona student's current course load. rate to take 16 to 20 credits.
"Wedon't want students loading
A flat rate system would make it
easier to judge how much will be up and doing less well in lots of
brought in from tuition each quar- things,"Eshelman said.
ter.
Eshelmanaskedthe ASSUcounEshelman also notes there are cil for input on the flat rate system,
disadvantages to the flat rate sys- andhe will taketheir suggestions to
tem. The main problem is that stu- Father Stephen Sundborg, SJ, todents whoconsistentlytakebetween day.
Mostof the ASSUcouncil wasin
12 and 14 credits will be paying
they
support
ofthe system,as longas the
more than
do now.
who take 12 to 14 credits
estimates
thereare400
students
Eshelman
to 500hundred students that regu- are helpedout financially.
IfFather Sundborg andEshelman
larly take12 to 14credits toqualify
as a full time student for financial want to go ahead with the flat rate
aid, but also to save money.
idea, it willbe brought to the uniMost students in this group are versity Cabinet next Tuesday.
If the Cabinet approves it, the
also non-traditional, independent
students of limited financial re- proposal will be brought to the
sources, Eshelman said.
Board of Trustees in early Dec.
However,ideas are beinglooked
If everything in the plan is approved,
at to offset the impact students in
studentscould starttoseea
this group would feel. Increased flat ratetuition system inthe fall of
2000.
financial aidis oneidea.
sameamount,eliminatingtripsback

to adjust

Collins said.
Albeit using one'sFirst Amendment rights, Collins reminded,may
take years of litigation andmillions
of dollars in attorney's fees.
"Nicolo Machiavelli,a dead politicalphilosopher, once said,'others will tell you what shouldbe,but
Iwill tell you what is,'" Collins

stated.

Extra Cash for
HolidayBreak!
OPEN
INTERVIEWS
At Seattle* Largest
Internet Retailer

Tims,Nov. 23rt 2pm-7pm
Sat,Nov. 27'" lpm-Spm

General Employment Service is
recruiting for temporary
assignments at Seattle's Largest
InternetRetailer.Musthave the
abilityto work ina fast-paced,
tcaro-orientcd warehouse.
Various full-time shifts
available for daysSS.SO/hr. &
graveyard $9 25/hr.
Boa ui(*available.
For tiMtJhiU job openings
plui*briag twoptocM of
identification,

Call forInfo &
Directions

1-877-264-2562
NoFew » applicants.
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Winterßall rocks Pacific Science Center

November 18,1999

CINDY TSANG
Staff Reporter
Winnie tsang
Staff Reporter

eating.

Salsa dancing,hip-hop dancing,
KUBE 93, New York Cheesecake,
virtual realitybasketball...you name
it, Seattle University's Winterßall
had it! With only one and a half
months until the year 2000,
MilleniumNights wasthetheme for
this year's Winterßall.
Things were heating up thenight
ofNov. 13 inthe usuallyquietlobby
of thePacific Science Center at the
Seattle Center.The event made for
a wild, magical and scientific Saturday evening.

Despite thethreatofanafternoon
was not spoiled in
the tinniest bit. The dance started
promptly at9 p.m. withcouplesand
groupsoffriends pilingenthusiastishower, theball

cally into the warmthof thebuilding. Upontheirarrival,studentshad
to make the difficult decision between thesevenitems onthe night's

program ofdancing,exploring and

On the list of top priorities, the
salsa rhythm of Nueva Era set the
paceof the maindance floor to full
blast.ThesixSundayafternoon salsa
dancing lessons held in Campion
Ballroom this quarter finally paid
off as couples showed off their vibrant moves at the Winterßall.
'The salsa is definitely the best
part of the evening.The music is
great; the people are really into the
dance. It's hard not be part of the
fun," said Sharon Cadag..
The second dance floor equally
attracted a bunch of party animals
as SU invited KUBE 93, a local
radio station, to DJ the show. The
audience was indeed amused tosee
the guys in suits and the women in
cocktail dresses and gowns twistingtheirhips to thehip-hop andrap.
Those who were looking for romantic sparks were pleased with
the occasional slow songsplayed.
However, not all people came
with a date.
"Inoticedthere arealot ofpeople
whocame ingroups. Thisis a good

Students dressed to the nines mingle in the entry to the Pacific Science Center.
thing because Winterßall is not a
stress-on-date event," Ranny Law,
a business major, said.

On the other side of the center,

the soft-litcandleson the star-studdedblack tablecloths set a tranquil
andcomfortable atmosphere for the
guests as they enjoyed the refreshments catered by Bon Ape"tit. Students relaxed strolling through the
Tropical Butterfly House, a room
with a Costa Rican climate, which
wasa nice change from the vigor-

Mirror ImageStudio.
The night ended with a Laser
Show, in the Laser Theatre. The
crowd cheered along with the loud
thrilling music as colorful laser

lights danced across the ceiling of
the doom-shaped theatre.
However, many felt that this
year's Winterßall was far better
than last year's.
ous dance floors.
'This year's Winterßall is much
Other activities included the 30- more interactive. There is greater
-minute Star Shows and the Tech attendance and a lot more dancing
Zone, wherevirtual reality basket-

space, as compared to last year's,"

ball couJd be played. From the beginning to the end of theprogram,
there seemed to be a long line waiting to have their pictures taken by

said Frankie So, ASSU president.
In fact, all the tickets had been

sold out this year. The approximate
numberof guests was around 600.

Community week takes
off around campus
Amy Jenniges

News Editor
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Thisweekmarks the
first ever Community
Week, an event sponsored by ASSU thatis

designed to bring Seattle University together with the surroundingcommunity.
Events earlierin the
BRIANROSS/ STAFFPHOTOGRAPHER
week includeda showing of The Wizard of Oz coupled ese food
On Thursday, it's anight on the
withPink Floyd'sDarkSide ofthe
Moon in the Pigott Auditorium.
town for SU students. Piecora's
Yesterdayan outdoor lunch was Pizza onMadison and 14th will be
provided in front of the Student giving a discount to students startUnion Buildingfeaturing Vietnam- ing at 7 p.m.
Adter dinner, students over 21 are encouraged to walk
across the streettoThe

Breakroom for Happy
Hourpricesfrom9p.m.
to 11 p.m., with your
SU ID card.

Last year's Battle of
theBandChamp, SFO,
will be performing at
The Breakroom at 10
p.m.
Adragshow that was
scheduled for Friday
night was postponed
until winter or spring
BEN STANGLAND /PHOTO EDITOR quarter.
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United Students Activities
Club exemplifies club diversity
U-WEN LEE
Staff Reporter
At last count, there are currently
more than 700 international students which help to comprise Se-

attle University's highly diverse
community. This number has

up during September's Street Fair
wouldattend our meetings, as they
would be a great asset to our club
and its members too."
USAC has been very influential
in the success of past events, both
on and off campus,such as theFall
Cruise, theUnitedNationsluncheon

steadily increased in recent years, in October and the annual Internaas the school's reputation for pro- tional Dinner, to be held next quarmotingcultural diversityhas grown ter.
as well.
Other activities included atrip to
One group of international stu- a Sonics home game, trying new
dentsis part oftheUnited Students kinds of food at ethnic restaurants,
Activities Club, a club revived just ice-skating and river-rafting.
last year.
Over the summer, seven club
The missionof the club is topro- members spent a month of their
mote diversity and cultural aware- vacation to undergo training to beness throughdifferent activities that come student leaders for the New
willbringtogetherpeoplefromdif- BeginningOrientationprogram.
ferent countries and walksof life.
The 3-dayprogramwas designed
Formerly known as the Associa- to help new international students
tion for International Relations settle into a new community. Ac(AIR) back in the 19705, the club cording to several spokespeople
underwent a major re-haul when from the ISC, this year's program
the majority of the executive com- was deemed one of the most successful of all time, based on posimittee graduated last summer.
At the start of the fall quarter, tive feedback provided by the new
former Vice-President Sayaka students.
Ikushima was unanimouslychosen
Joe Kon,newly-elected treasurer
to take over themantleof President, of the club this year, also hopes to
a position which she has accepted see more peoplesign up tojoin the
withenthusiasm and pride.
club in the near future.
Ikushima, a 22-year oldfrom Ja"You have to go out and letloose
pan, hopes to broaden USAC's and meet new people too," Kori
scope by encouraging more stu- enthused. "Youmayjust meetother
dents, especially people from the people who share your common
U.S., Canada and Europe, to par- interests and hobbies."
ticipate in activities. The club has
Kon alsoaddedthat theclub went
25 members to date, most of them

from Asiancountries such as Indonesia, Taiwan and Malaysia.
"We wouldlike to state that our
club is open to everyone, not just
international students. That is amisconception whichmany people
haveof us," saidIkushima."It would

all out to raise funds for the crisis in
Kosovoearlier this year.Two fundraising events were organized and
over $300 was raised to help the
needy in the war-torn areas.

Tentatively,upcoming activities
scheduled for next quarterinclude
ice-skating and a trip to the Key
benice if the Americans whosigned Arena to watch theSonicsinaction.

Forum: WTO talks continue
From vave 4
Capianspokecriticallyofthe dispute panel'spowerof enforcement,

confidentialityandpanelists'anonymous decisions.
"You know in our court system
decisions are signed. And people
who writea minorityopinion,that's
signed as well. Why does this have
to be anonymous? And why isit all
confidential?" Capian asked.
Shealsocriticized thepeople who
sit on the panel.
'The problem is that their own
expertise is very narrowly in trade.
It's not in environment, labor or
human rights or local economic
developmenteven," Capian stated.
Finally,Capiancriticized thelack
of outside influence on the dispute
panel.
"Often we want to bring a different position thanourgovernment
is taking.Thatis not allowed. Citizens cannot bring to the dispute
panel any position that their government is not taking," Capian

development of an international
consciousness. This is something
the labor movement has not had,
and it'sreallyan excitingphenomenon," Schmidt stated.
Among severalissues surrounding laborrights Schmidtmentioned

the

great debt

of some countries.

She mainly accounts debt for the
inabilityof these countries to build
up a competitive infrustructure.

Schmidt stated thatthelabor unions
support the cancellation of third
world debt in order to level the
playing field of global economics.
"Oneof thebiggestphenomenons
of the global economic system is
this race to the bottom. We look at
theseaspectsofcausingsevereproblems for workers throughout the
world,"Schmidt said.
Schmidt says that thelaborunion
wants a complete accountability of
the decisions of the WTO for the
last five years.
Afterabriefintermissionthefloor
wasopened toquestions.Manyparstated.
ticipants asked for more clarificaMarti Schmidt presented issues tion on policyof the WTO. Others
against the WTO. Schmidt is an wanted to know if there was a way
to reform this globaloranization to
attorney and educator in Seattle.
Schmidt spoke a lot about the make trade more fair.
"I think that no, we can't have a
labor movement.She sees theWTO
opportunity
asan
for thelabormove- fair system. The question is really,
ment.
could wehave a fairer system than
"What Isee in the U.S. is the what we'yegot,"Schmidt answered.
The Spectator

SECURITY RETORT
Jim Rennie
Staff Reporter
liinsni iiMtoi'K.win
On Nov. 9, two white bed sheets
were found attached from the trees
on the north and east sides of the

Student Union Building.
The words "Free Gray" were
painted on both bed sheets. The
sheets were removedfrom the
trees,and theincident isunder

investigation.

ATTEMPTED CAK

THEFT

On Nov. 10, a campus community member reported to
CampusPublic Safety thather
vehicle had beenbroken into
and wiringonthe ignitiontampered with. The car was
parked in the 11th

Aye.

hadbeenbroken intobetween 3 and driver of the vehicle under repair
6 p.m. the previous day. The thief immediately got back in to her car
forced their way into the victim's and drove off. Anyone with infortrunk, taking an Eddie Bauer back- mation on the incident is asked to
pack, whichcontained the victim's call Campus Public Safety at (206)
wallet, text books and other per- 296-5990.
sonal items.
A search of the area was conSUSPICIOUS
ducted by the victim and campus
CIRCUMSTANCES
security, but noneof thestolen items
were recovered.
On Nov. 12, public safety staff
heard a yell come from the
women'srestroom onaCampionHall floor.
Upon investigation by security, a boyfriend and girlfriend were found in the
restroom. The two parties
were separated and spoken to
individually to discern what
had happened.

After further investigation
it waslearned both parties had
beendrinking, andhad gotten

and

into an argument while the

East Cherrygarage at thetime

boyfriend was assisting the
girlfriend, who was getting
sick in the restroom.

ofthe break-in.

Campus Public Safety staff
and the owner examined the
vehicleand found the "stereo cover

HIT AND HI \

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

plate removed from the dash and
lefton the seat. Nothing was found
A womanwas working underthe
Campus Public Safetyresponded
to be missing by the owner. The hood of her car in the Broadway & to theConnolly Centerlobby, where
owner believes the suspect(s) may E.MadisongarageonNov. IJ ,when they found a campus community
have taken advantage of her mal- another car attempted to drive member suffering from irregular
around her. The vehicle being heart beats. A SeattleFire Departfunctioning passengerdoorlock.
worked on then began to rollback- ment aid unit was dispatched, and
S»l(
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On Nov. 11, a campus community memberreported that her car,
parkedin theConnollyParkingLot,

wards,andvVxe opendvwer-s'ulcdoo<

struck the passing vehicle.
Both drivers stopped their vehicles and got out to inspect the
damage.
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office for treatment.

Information inSecurityReport is

provided by the Seattle University
After inspecting the damage, the DepartmentsofPublic Safety.

abound campus...
MOLLY MCCARTHY
Staff Reporter
MORE SUBSTANTIVE THAN JUST SOUP
Soup with Substance "Jubilee 2000 and the WTO," noon to 1p.m. on Nov. 18th in the 1891Room in
Bellarmine Hall.Pete Strimer from St. Mark's Cathedral (anda member of the steering committee for the
Jubilee 2000) will talk about the global debt crisis and ways in which people in Seattle are helping tocall
for the forgivenessofdebtof the world'spoorestnations. Soup With Substanceis sponsoredby theCampus
Ministry Peace and Justice Center. It willbe follwed by a consciousness-raising action from the Student
OrganizingCommunity.
HEAR "THE I'MNOT GAY SONG"
Bryan Bingold, anSUstudentof Ampere, will be giving a free solo acoustic show on Friday from 8 to
10 p.m. For location and directions, call (206) 324-6172. Bryan will also play the "IHate Toy Story
MartiansSong."

VISITING ECUMENICAL SCHOLAR SPEAKS
Visiting Lilly Scholar Michael Kinnamon will discuss "The Ecumenical Visionand How It Has Been
Impoverishedby Its Friends,"on Friday,Nov. 19, at 7 p.m.,inthe CaseyAtrium. A reception willfollow.
For details call (206) 296-5330.
CHINESE FOLK PRINTS AND BOOK ARTS ON CAMPUS
The WismerInstitute is presenting "The Connecting Thread," a Book Arts Series by Sande WascherJames, weekdays9a.m. to 4 p.m. This exhibitends Friday,Dec. 3. The Wismer Instituteis located in the
Loyola Building. Kinsey Gallery is exhibiting "Chinese Folk Prints" through Monday, Dec. 20. The
Kinsey Gallery is locatednear theDean's office in the Casey building and is open weekdays from 10 a.m.
to noon and 1 p.m.to 4 p.m.

THE WTO IS COMING TO TOWN NOVEMBER 2» THROUGHDECEMBER 3
What do you know about it? It's time to get crackin'!
Molly McCarthy writes a column to spread the wordabouthappenings around campus. Sendher anemail at mcubed@seattleu.eduand get your word out.
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Editorial
Mandela ticket
reduction huge
loss for students
About one percent of the Seattle University student body will be
attendingtheNelsonMandela/ GracaMachel convocationDec.9 because
of a shortage of seats. Connolly Center was originally intended toseat the
press, SU students and faculty, Seattle Central Community College and
University of Washing students. Due to a sudden change of plansby the
SeattleHosting Committee, theconvocation is beingopened up toall high

schools and universities in the Puget Sound area.
Because of this extendedinvitation, thenumberof ticketsdistributed to
SU students is again in dispute. When the student lottery was announced,
149 tickets were to be given to students. Now, that number has been
reduced to 87. While this does enable a larger body of the Seattle
community tobepresent,SU studentshave againbeencaught in a situation
that should have never taken place.
Fromthe moment Mandela'svisit wasannounced, the HostCommittee
and several student leaders havebeen criticized for the way the organization of the event hasbeen planned. Mandela's visithas been clouded by
controversy from the beginning, serving only as a distraction to the
importanceof the visit itself.

Hopefully, the university community,and others whoare coming from
off-campus for the visit, willstillrememberthat theevent which willtake
place Dec. 9 is one in which we will be witness to two people who are
written in history as leaders who fought for social justice,equality and
human rights.
Theyfoughton thefoundationssimilar to those of the Jesuitbeliefs and
ideals. They fought amidst threats to their lives, violence to their people
andlittle support fromthe international community.Their struggles,and
the struggles of the thousandsof nameless South Africans whosupported
them, must neverbe forgotten.

SU students and faculty have a chance to be a part of this history. We
havea chancetoexperiencepeople whochanged acountry's government.
We have a chance tohear from people who, supportedby others,made the
worldawareof theinjustice and sufferingofanation. WhileMandelaand
Machel may not have changed the hearts of their oppressors, they have
affected a change for the future of countless South Africans who before,
hadlittle hope and few choices.
Hopefullymembersoftheuniversity, whether theyare abletoattend the
event ornot, willstill be able to learn from the Mandela visit andbecome
more aware of the struggles South Africans have faced over the last

WWhenlasthewimas
you "shook it all about?"
Brenna
LINFORD

centuries.

Winterßall huge
success for first
year SEAC staff
The first major test for the Student Events and Activities Council,
Winterßall, ended up being a definite success for the newly-founded
organization.Left to organize and run the largest formal dance at Seattle
University without the supportthey previously had of the ASSU council,
SEAC pulled off a triumphant evening withmany different activities and
variousmusic selections aimed at pleasing as manystudents as possible.
Still withoutenoughcampus space tofacilitatea large formal dance,the
event washeld at thePacific Science Center,leavingstudents withthetask
of commuting downtown or riding the shuttle service provided. The
accommodations werealittle tight ononeof the dance floors as more than
the expectednumberof couples showedup. SEAC shouldbe encouraged
by the larger thanexpectedattendance andhopefully they willcontinue to
provide diverseand entertainingevents that continue to draw a large SU

audience.

The Spectator Editorial Board consists of
Steven p. ford, Katie Ching, Sara Christensen
and Sonia Ruiz. Signed commentaries reflect
theopinionsof the authorsand not necessarily
The Spectator, Seattle University or

Kof
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Spectator Columnist
I've discovered a possible answer to the secret of life. I
can't
believeit was this easy. All it took
wasa little reminiscing...
Think back to the days ofTransformers, He-Man and She-Ra. I
know youcando it;it wasn'treally
that longago.(Maybe just yesterday for some of you "I-refuse-to-

grow-up-and-you-can't-make-meneener-neener-neener" folks.)
Remember those carefree days
of youth when school used to be
wherewe went tohangout withour
friends? Where the top priority of
the day was getting the best swing
or being picked first for flag-footballatrecess?Wherethe goalof the
week was to see how many times

youcouldfoolthe schoolnurse into
thinking youhad a stomachache,so
youcouldrelax onthat longcouchchair thing with the crinkly paper
all over it? (What was that thing,
anyway?) Those were years that
we fondly call, 'The Good OP
Days."
Now remember how exciting it
was when your teacher announced
thatitwasmusic day? Inourschool,
it came around once every blue
moonor so,and man,it wasa thrill.

Mypersonal favorite activity was
the jitterbug: random and sporadic
leaps, bounds and shimmy-shakeshakes (whatwe' yesincelearned to
call "dancing") to the painfully
forced song of a tired, old, out-oftune piano. Then when the song
suddenly stopped by the willof the
tired, old,out-of-tune pianist, (also
known as the music teacher), you
had to stop and freeze in whatever
flailingpose youhappenedto bein.
Ifyou moved, you were out.It was
great fun,butnever really made all
that much sense.
Then there's thatall timeclassic:
the Hokey Pokey. It still doesn't
make all that much sense,but it's

and presidents of the world, forming a great big circle, laughingand
Hokey Pokeying their right-wing,
left-wing, conservative, liberal,
whatever rear-ends off.(Except for
President Clinton; he hasn't been
all that bad as the Pros., but he sure
has donemore thanhisfair share of
"shaking allabout.")

Life is about having fun and not
being tooseriousabout it.It'sdancingin the rainand not caring about
the puddles.It's singingat the topof
your lungs with your friends and
not worrying about the key. It's
running through the Quadstark naked in June. It's getting the best
swing at recess. It's gettingpicked
for the flag football team.
Oneof the most important things
about life is being able to laugh at
yourselfandhavepeoplelaugh with
you. Ithink we've all done that at
one point or another, but if you're
oneof the few whohasn't, drop this
paperand do the HokeyPokey with
silly,relaxingand guaranteedtoput all of your might!
a smileon your face.I've yet to see
Iguaranteeyou'll smile orlaugh,
the day whenIwitness a smileless (andmost of those peoplewatching
hokey-pokeyer.Ihope Inever do. you will too). You'll be relaxed,
I've never known anyone to be you'll get yourcirculation moving,
tense oruptight after around of the and you'IIfeel good about yourself.
HP. Imagine how much more re- And that, my friends, we11... that's
laxed the world could be if we all what it'sallabout.
took a moment now and then to
stop, drop whatever we're doing
and put our right foot in,pull our
right foot out, put our right foot in BrennaLinford is a sophomore
pre-major. Here-mailaddressis
and then shake itallabout.
Ican see it now: the executives jingleinherstep@hotmail.com
The Spectator
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Should the new SUB be a "Green Building"
A buildingmade out of beer bottles with rainwater run toilets is possible at SU
Lynda

"

Arakelian
Spectator Columnist
Many of you maybe aware that
thenew Student UnionBuilding is
undergoing the beginning stages
of construction, or many of you
may not be.
Thislittle piece of campus construction has been less than wellpublicized.It does not seem that
thestudentshavebeen informed as
to whatthe possibilities are for an
ecologically soundStudent Union
Building on campus.
Seeing as weare the students of
Seattle University and this is a
buildingrun byand primarily there
for the use of students, it seems
logical that we shouldbe allowed
to have some say in how the new
building will be constructed.

Thecuttingedgetechnologyavailablefor the constructionof sustainable buildings is amazing. A number of buildings in downtown Seattlehave been built according to
the U.S. Green Building Council standards,
and some universities
are starting to achieve
the goalof sustainable

It does

design.

seem that thestudents
have been informed as what
the possibilities are for an
ecologically sound Student

Green Building
members include the
City of Seattle and
King County, as well
as anumberof universities, such as Oregon
State University, University of Oregon, Montana State
Hasthe administrationasked the University and the University of
students what we want most in a British Columbia, to name a few.
student union building? I would SU could be included in this sushope this wouldbe a questionbest tainable buildingmovement too.
answered by the students themAs a mark of success in this
selves. If it is a building run by movent the King Street Center in
students and used by students, it
should as well be a structure that

the students had a say in building.

itincludes the largestinstallationof
A high-efficiency air filtration
renewed carpet in North America: systemand sensor-controlled light32,000 square yards of Earth ing was installed, whichis the most
Square tiles.
energy-efficientto date in Seattle.
Renewing carpet is the optimal
This cutting edge project in reecological alternative since it saves source conservation will create
resourcesassociated with replacing greaterpublic awareness about the
or recycling carpet and helps solve benefits of reused and recycled
the problemcaused by anestimated materials in construction projects.
eight billionpounds of carpet sent
The university that is at the foreto landfills annually.
front in sustainable building is the
In addition, recycled building University ofColumbia withitsC.K.
Choi Building.It has a
virtually independent
andsustainablecomposition. They installed
not
composting toilets and
reused other building
to
materials.
They also included
many skylights so that
half the lightingpower
is required thanthatfor
on
typical office buildings, and this lighting
materials, including concrete tile is energy efficient.
made outof recycledMexican beer
Theairduct system reliesmainly
bottles and paints made with 50 to on natural ventilation and the irri80 percentrecycledmaterials were gation for the grounds is provided

Union Building

downtown Seattle is Seattle's
"greenest" building to date. From
recycledpaintstoparkingpavement.

campus.

part of the constructionprocess of

the KingStreet Center.
They also have an on-site reclamation system thatcollects rainwater tosupply water forflushing toi-

lets in the building.

bycollectedrainwater.These environmental impacts save enough
energy in one year to power four
Vancouver residences.Technology
is amazing.
SUhas theopportunity tojoin the

community of sustainablebuilders
withthe new Student UnionBuilding,as wellas providean outstanding role model for universities to
follow. This would upholdthemissionof SUas being a comprehensive university of the Northwest
that reflects the values and concerns of the Puget Sound area.
There are a number of factors
involved in developing a sustainable or green building. One vital
reason for building sustainability is
that it limits the excavation of raw
materials, which depletes our natural resources and causes unnecessary pollution.
Byrecycling theconstructionbyproducts as well, a massive amount
ofmaterialiskept from beinghauled
to a landfill.
Theenergy conservingstructures
that are built into green buildings
use cuttingedgetechnology toconserve vital resources. If this is a
possibility for our new Student
Union Building, it would mark a
milestonein collegestudents being
involved in intelligent university
construction.

Lynda Arakelian is a senior
majoring in ecological studies.

Her

e-mail

address

is

lyndaa ©seattleu. edu.

Trade without humanity is impossible
Willyou march on Nov. 30in defiance of the Buffering of others ?

Joshua

Russert
Spectator Columnist

SeattleUniversity is not so much
aplacelocated ona maporfoundin
aclass orlecture hall.Therealheart
of our cherished Jesuit education

takes place in the soul.
Thisis why we claim to connect
the mind to what matters here. Our
education at SU lies not only in
finding theanswer toquestions,but
also, in asking the right questions
to seemingly impossible concerns
of justice and human needs.
With this inquisitive nature in
mind, no SUstudent shouldlet the
coming WTO ministerial conferencepass withoutraising their voice
inprotest to the organization as it
now functions.
One of the first questions Iask
when looking at the WTO's structure, is how is it thathuman rights
do not play a vital role in interna-

has no business settingagendas for
anything but trade; noconcerns on
environment, no concerns on labor
movements and noconcerns on hu-

man rights.
How is it that this decision to
separate the humanity fromeconomics wasmade? Economics,andtherefore trade,has always had a human
face. The decisions made by the
WTOhave very real,verydevastating human consequences.
Ask yourself: Does trade dictate
humanity, orrather, do humansdictate trade?
Proponentsof allowing the WTO
to increaseits power wouldsay that
it is the responsibility of separate
organizationstomakesure thatseparate nations monitor their human
concerns.Iwould counter that argumentand say that if an organization
tional trade?
exists with the purpose of monitorAt twodifferent discussion pan- ing and regulating international
els on the subject of the organiza- trade, then that organization must
tion,it was proposed that theWTO carryonit'sback allof theconcerns
Tin- Shxtatok

which are entailed in such a task. to lodgea complaint withthe WTO,
Therecan be no separation ofecoAsk yourself: When was the last
nomic progress without economic time you had a banana grown in
justice for people.
Washington state? The answer:
And as we can see inMassachu- Never!!!
setts,even asovereign statecannot
Nobananas are grown anywhere
make itselfheardwhen it comes to in theU.S. What in the hell are we
speaking its mind with its dollars. doingrepresenting a business that
When that state tried to boycott isn't even based in our country?
trade with Burma due to human Money makes de Veldt go round!
And wholoses? The farm workrights issues, the WTO was called
into arbitrate.Massachusetts' deci- ersintheCaribbean,definitely The
sionhasbeencalled abarrier tofree European marketallowed them to
trade.
run small, independent farms that
Ask yourself: Are nations repre- gave real work withrealrewards to
sented in the WTO, or is it really a theircitizens.
bodyof corporateconcerns?
More importantly, the people
Burma has a dismalrecord when employed in Central and South
human rights are concerned. But America by Chiquita are the real
any government, as in the case of losers.The WTO'sdecision means
Burma, thatallowschildren to work that the repressive monopoly on
in factories and strikes down orga- their land will continue, their innized labor is only reallydoing the ability to unionize will never be
biddingof aninternational corpora- realized and another window of
tion.
opportunity to improve their lot
The big joke we are all led to underthe umbrellaof agri-business
believe is that the WTO is com- has been shut.
prised of representatives from govAs it stands now, the WTOisnot
Wink,
wink,
nudge,
place
ernments.
a
where the human consenudge.
quences of "Free trade" are taken
When Chiquita wanted to stop intoconsideration. As SU students,
independentexportofbanana crops we must not let this continue. Our
from small growers in the Carib- calling has been to make the world
bean, the corporationaskedtheU.S. a more just place, and no better

.

opportunity haspresenteditself than
the protests against the WTO. By
standing up for our beliefs, we let
the world know that we do care
about these things.
Father Sundborg has asked us to
educateourselvesand get involved;
tonotletthismoment in timeslipby
withoutbeing able to lookback and
say "Iwas there."
Ask yourself: DoI
know the human face of free trade?
As a secretive organization, the
WTO does not want you to see the

human ramifications of their increasing power. They do not want
you to see the face of the child
whose sweat is woven into your
clothing, nor taste the blood which
flavorsyour food.
As an SU student I
refuse tonot
ask these questions,and I
refuse to
not act upon

what Ihave discov-

ered.

The WTO must change. Iam
willing to stand up on Nov. 30 and
march with the students to affirm
that.

The question now is, will you?
Joshua Russert is a junior
majoiring incommunication. His
e-mail
address
is
russerj@seattleu.edu.
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ROXY'S

COPPER

HEATHER FEHELEY

JEREMY EDWARDS
Staff Photographer

Do youlike chicken? Four devious taste testers and myself
seized an opportunity to try
something different: Copper
Sky Woodfire Grill and Bar.
Upon arrival,wewere greeted
graciously and seated almost
instantaneously. Theliftedbooth
was cozy for the five of us yet
issued no discomfort.

JEREMY EDWARDS / STAFFPHOTOGRAPHER

cooled in a tasty ranch dressing.
Of course Ifinished my own meal, a filling
plate of shredded lettuce, beans, corn, and
tortilla chipsallcoated withabarbequeranch
and sprinkled with tender chicken chunks.It
wasappropriately titled: the BarbequeChop
Chicken Salad.
Everythingwas servedandclearedbysome
of the smurfiestserversI've ever seen, while a
cook whistled the theme song behind us.
Maybe that's why the drinks never succeed
at reaching the bottom of the glass.
The restaurant features the "Wall of Fire," which
boasted well
over one hundred hot sauces.
'
you
Soif
rethe type who enjoyssetting fireto your
tongue, or would like to try to, why not do itsomewhere motivating like the Copper Sky?

i menu

and has to be
sted. soft shell crab,

KATIE CHING
ManagingEditor
BEN STANGLAND
Photo Editor
Neither of us had eaten sushi in five weeks. We
walked around The Spectator's offices, listing our
favorite sushi hangouts. But what finallygot usinto
a restaurant was the Editor-in-Chief telling us that
we all had to do areview.
The wasabicleared Ben's sinuses; the green tea
soothed Katie's sore throat. And the sushisatisfied
our stomachs. The menu atNishinois very diverse.
They serve everything from sashimi, which is raw
fish, tomochiice cream.Nishino's, locatedinMadison Valley, offers diners a unique experience in
Japanese cuisine in a city thatisnot well-known for
We decided to order and
share a number of different
dishes. We started out with
edamame, which is salted
and steamed soybeans. This
was a very good beginning
appetizer.
If you're not sure what to
have at a sushi bar, have a
roll. No,not bread,a sushi roll— usually a combination of rice, seafoodand vegetableswrappedwith
nori, or dried seaweed. The sushi rolls that we

Eleven years ago, when Imoved out west from
New York, Istopped eating roast beef. Not because Ihad suddenly developedan aversion to
the stuff, orbecauseIfelt that eating animals was
wrong.Istopped eating itbecause everywhereI
went, it tasted like crap.
Vegetarians,please skip to paragraph ten. The
rest of you you know what I'm talking about.
That dark brown stringy stuff that they try to pass
off as roast beef in the
grocery store, the kind
that takes two hours to
chew— that's not roast
beef, I'm talking about
therealdeal.The tender,
juicy kind that'sso rare it
leaves pink stains on the
bread.
No deli that I'vebeen
to east of the Mississippi
understands what a real
roast beef sandwich is
supposed totaste like.Believeme, I've searched
high and low. But now,it seemsas though Ihave
found the answer.
Roxy's Deli is a tiny little shop downtown near
the Market. If youblink youmight miss it, and that
wouldbe a travesty. Roxy'sis, almost, areal New
YorkJewish deli In fact,theybill their pastramiand
cornedbeefas "Seattle's First and OnlyNew York
Style." Andit's pretty darn close.
The hot pastrami and corned beef are the
ultimate in sandwich material. Whereas some
pastrami andcorned beef comes out tough and
stringy, Roxy's melts In your mouth with minimal
chewing. Add some fresh rye bread, close your
eyes, take a bite and you'll think you're in Brooklyn.

—

Colorful, authentic, creative,

ThateveningIhad the opportunity to try a variety
of things: amorsel of battered halibut dipped in a
well-blended tartar, nibbles of a most interesting
coleslaw and strands of peppered potato sticks

D

SKY

Arts &Features Editor

unique and pleasant were the
first impressions the five of us
had of the restaurant.
The restaurant's ambience
could ease its way intothe eye
of any individual: decorated
with
canned
veggies, soft lighting, and vertical
ceiling fans that
circled while tied
lines of dried red
peppers draped
from unsuspecting
palm trees. The
menu
offered
burgers,pasta, salads and grilled
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on the menu and has to be
requested, soft shell crab,
unagi and California rolls.
The Madison roll is Ben's favorite. Salmon and crab are
mixedand wrappedinan omelet casing. While the roll is a
little expensive, it's worth it.
The unagi roll, a wrap of avocado and eel toasted in
teriyaki sauce, is also a good
choice, especially for beginning sushi eatersbecause the
eel doesn'thavea strong "fish
taste." Cucumber and crab lovers will delight in
the soft-shell crab roll. Therollis wrappedin strips of
cucumber with the crab blossoming outof therice.
It's alittlebit too big for theusual pne-bitetaken at
a Japanese restaurant, and it falls apart
after the first bite,but the struggle isall part
of the fun.TheCalifornia rollisanAmericanzedversion of sushi, a combination of crab,
avocado and cucumber slices. Yes, it'sthe
same thing you canfind in the refrigerators
of Campion Hall's Cave, but it's not the
same experience. The California rolls are
resh at Nishino, and they don't come
wrappedin plastic.
Sushi always comes withalump of wasabi,aroot
which isground upto produce whatamounts to a
Japanese condiment more potent than Tabasco

like Ben, spreading it directly onto the sushi. His
face may havebeen red,
but he could breath. Or,
youcan mix the wasabiin
soy sauce, slightly diluting
the taste, and dip your
sushi in it. Sushi is also garnishedwith ginger,aspicy,
slightly bitterroot. You can
eat the ginger on top of
the sushi, or by itself.
If you're not stuffed after this, and if you're walempty,
you
letisn't
can sample Nishino's enticing
desert menu. Ben had mochi ice cream, which
isn't traditional ice cream. It'smade bypounding
riceintoa paste andthen dryingit intoslabs. Itcan
beflavored with vanilla,mango, coffee, redbean
or strawberry. Katie had green tea ice cream, an
increasingly popular dessert found in many ice
cream parlors today.
Nishino is a slightly expensive restaurant. Dishes
will run you anywhere between $7-$ 15, but it's a
good place totake your parents when they come
to visit.Therestaurant is smalland complete with its
own miniature Zen garden. The waiters and waitresses are friendly, always ready to answer your
questions andgive recommendations,andattend
to your sushineeds. It's a long walk from campus,
so you might want to find someone with a car.
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are we

think you should eat

DELI

SONIA RUIZ
Opinion Editor

But the real treat here is the roast beef.
Purists like myself need only a touchof yellow mustard (no fancy Dijon here) to bring
out the flavor of this tasty treat. However,
youcanalso getit withhorseradish mayonnaise, lettuce, cheese, etc. My advice to
you is don'truinit! Add as few condiments
as possible.
Roxy's also has a variety of hot sandwiches, such as the classic Reuben with
sauerkraut,Italian sausage, marinated flank
steak, meatball heroes, BBQ pork andoven
roasted chicken breast.
Coldsandwichitemsinclude turkey.Black
Forest ham, rare roast beef and chicken
Thereare alsoafew items thatare staples
of a New York delicatessen that some Seattleites may find are an acquired taste,
such as lox and cream cheese, kippered
salmon salad and chopped chicken liver.
A side of traditional or blue cheese potato salad, homemade cole slaw or halfsour pickles canbe added to any of these
sandwiches for a buck.
Anextra-tasty sidecan also bemade out
of some to-die-for matzoh ball soup. For those of
'you that have never had this, you are seriously
missing out,
Matzoh ball soupis the Jewish version ofchicken
noodle. A matzoh ball, which is acute little dumpling ofsorts, sitsinabowlof steamingchickenbroth
Easier toeat andmore filling than noodles,mat-"
zoh ball soup has been called "Jewish Penicillin,
and is a hundred times better than that concentrated stuff in the red can when youare sick.
Welcome back to the review, vegetarians! For
you,Roxy'shas a potato, cabbage orkasha knish,
chopped egg salad or a cheese sandwich.
Notmuch of a choice, but at least they thought

.

TERIYAKI

KARRIE SHUPE
Copy Editor

BEN STANGLAND/ PHOTO EDITOR

My only complaint about Roxy's, which is the
complaint I'vehad with other places that try to
call themselves a New York deli, is the complete
andtotal absence of Kaiser rolls.
They have hoagie rolls, but otherwise you have
achoiceof severaldifferent typesofslicedbread
It's just not the same. A qualifysandwich hasgof
to have aroll.
Prices range from $6.95 to $3.95, which is a little
pricey for a simple sandwich, but not too bad
overall.
Paying alittle extracashforoneof these yummy
sandwiches is worth it,Ipromise. Andif youaren't
convinced to try Roxy's yet,here's the kicker—
they deliver.

MADNESS

.

III

splurgeand trysomething different on their menu.
Iordered the salmon teriyaki
There is no better place to
foraslightly more costly price
spend five preciouslaundry dolof $6.49 and was sorely disTeriyaki
lars than
Madness 111.
appointed. Also served with
The tangy Japanese/Teriyaki
a cucumber and vinegar
stylecuisineischeap,goodand
salad and rice, the slimy fish
pop.
with
free
of
comes
a
can
drowned in sauce wasoverLocated on Capitol Hill,
powering and gross.
TeriyakiMadness111 hasa ChiefBased on this experience,I
tain-like atmosphere with plain
haven't ever ordered anytables and wooden chairs.
thing else but the chicken.
Mirrors line one wallso that customers can enjoy However,the menu varies from beef,pork, salmon
c spectacle of watching themselves and others andchicken teriyaki to steamed veggieswith rice,
it.
a Gyoza(Japanesepostickers)plate and Chicken
The restaurant's owners are friendly, fast and Katsu or Tonkatsu. They also offer either cod or
always greet customers with a smile. Little details halibut fish and chips (upto five pieces') and a side
arenever overlooked, and when carrying out your order menuincluding
meal, you won't get away without napkins, a fork miso soup, french
fries, rice and egg
and chopsticks.
TeriyakiMadness111 servesthebestteriyaki chicken
in the entire world.
Prices range from
Served with a cucumber-vinegar salad and rice, $0.99 for an egg roll
his heapinghelping of grilled chicken smothered to $7.99 for a fiven sweet teriyaki sauce will fill your stomach. Left- piece fish and chips
oversarea greatbreakfast alternativetothegreasy, plate. They also acVisa,
old food atthe ColumbiaSt. Cafe. All thisis yours cept
or the unbelievably low price of $5.02 and in- MasterCard and checks.
ludes a free pop of your choice.
Sonext time you find five bucks and two pennies
roommate of last yeargot mehooked on the floating around, head up to 15th for some great
riyaki chicken there, but this year Idecided to serviceand awesome teriyaki chicken.

t

The Spectator

As the plastic fruit lights reflect a subtle 70s kitsch
and the blaring indie rock reverberates from the
Mexican wrestling figures to the black-lit bathrooms, a scant scent of tequila and homemade
cumin-lime sour cream wafts through one of the
bestMexican restaurants on Capitol Hill.
Icould tell assoonasour overly tattooed waitress
slapped down our menus that thisrestaurant isnot
for the conventional sort.
Bimbo's sits squished between the Cha Cha
Lounge and a quickie mart on Pike. The sign out
frontproclaimingßimbo'sas thebestburritokitchen
in town doesn't lie.
Bimbo's was founded by three Seattleites who
had a simultaneous dream of Saint Lucy riding a
giant burrito down from heaven to tell them the
secret of making thebestburritos. They have since
taken the best of Mexican flavor and mixed it with
the secondhand culture of Capitol Hill.
Unfortunately, if you want chips and salsa to
entice your tummy before you grub,you'll have to
slap down a buck-fifty, so I'd just move on to the
main course.
Surprisingly, however, your order ispreparedand
on your table sooner than you can count the
pinatasand cheesy velvetpaintings crowding the
joint.
Of course the quickest and best dish to order is
Bimbo'sfamous burrito. These babiescomestuffed
with your choice of beans, meats and over 10
diffeierrt topp\ngs \n your cho\ce crt tout V.YnCte -crt

tortillas.
They are great to go or tochow on in their dining
area, which is about the size of adorm room. The
cozyatmosphere makesfor greatsocializing after
their famous margaritas have taken effect.
If you think you could also go for a sideof rice or
salad I'd opt for the salad, as the rice tends to be
on the dry side.
Another choiceI'davoidis the enchilada plate.
consisting of tortillas wrapped
around some
cheese and covered in a funky
sauce.
Everything else
on the menu is
packed
with
Bimbo-goodness.
Often times I
find myself stoppinginfora shredded beef quesadilla, a quick and very tasty lunch
for those bland Saturday afternoons; but on this
particular night Iordered the spicy shredded beef
nachos.
Bimbo's nachos are an experience to be remembered and recalled again and again.
Ahealthyportion of chipsand mozzarella cheese,
these nachos come with a light salsa; shredded
beef,herb roasted chicken or beans; their original
cumin-lime sour cream and jalapefiopeppers.
Itisa plateful of taste bud ecstasy. It takes a little
coaxing from my friends, but Ifinally finish off my
plate, reeling from the last few cheese-covered
jalapenos Idowned.
But dinner is not over just yet. Perhaps the best
reason for taking a trip to Bimbo's is ending the
meal with whipped cream topped lime Jell-O.
There is always room for this cute cup of Jell-O
which adds only a measly 50 cents to your bill.
Overall, Bimbo's is in the medium to low price
range with burritos starting at $3.50 and specialty
plates around $6.75.
Don't walk past this jewelof CapitolHill anymore
Stop in and pay homage tothe bestburritomakers
in town.

.
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HURRICANE

CAFE

ESSICA KNAPP

Zopy Editor
Would you like some smoke
/ith your attitude?
Anyone who has visited The
lurricane Cafe, located near
ie Space Needle, knows that
ieatmosphere ismorememoable than the food.
Known for itsloud rock music
md less than helpful staff. The
lurricane Cafe is a restaurant
iat offers definite highs and
lefinite lows.
Perhaps itsbestassetis thatit
is open 24 hours a day, which
unfortunately is a rarity in Seattle. They
also offer
"jJ^H^^^SF goodfood
at reasonable
prices'
'Mp^^BHv^'
Their
mSrf&rS&B&£lm£!mm I handdipped
milkshakes, which cost about three
dollars, are the best in the city of
r

RaMJJAJHfittBH
Hi

E^Bn^H
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Seattle.
"A make your own, six-egg omelette—just the right size for two
people to share— cost about eight
dollars and comes with all of the
hashbrowns you caneat.
Butmake sure you ask for an extra
plate when you order because you
may never see your server again.
Thatis the key to happiness at The
Hurricane.

Ask your server for everything you
will want up front.
The Hurricane's staff are skilled at
disappearing. It's a wonderhow they
can keep coffee cups full without
havingany interaction with their customers.
It'snot theplace togo for a leisurely
meal, but if youare need some solid
food at twoin the morning, thereisno
place better than The Hurricane.

9 restaurant has a quaint Italamily restaurant feel to it. Itis

litely in the air as you walk into

5 best affordable entree is a
cc of different pastas and
sauces thatyou can mix together
andmake your own.
Thiswillrun youareasonable $7.95
andfor the
meat lovers out
there, you
can have
a choice
ofmeat for
another

StaffReporter

12

Spaghetti Red's has a different
feel to it thanBimbo's. Though itis
decked out with velvet paintings
and a plastic vineyard draped
the ceiling. Red's is missing
quirky essence that is unmisbly Bimbo's. Quiet Italian mujently wafts through the air,
tablecandles provideenough
to read the menu, but that's

|>s

Amy Baranski

bananas
graced the top
of the oversized
pancake
ELAM
and
JENNIFER
werealso
a
deliReporter
Staff
cious surprise in"Servingvegans,neighbors, side. Another surpoets and assorted
eccen- prise awaiting us
"
tricsfor 10 years, isthemotto inside the flapof The Globe Cafe and also jack wasanoverhappens to be scrawled be- abundance of
low the ceiling. It is the first ginger, which is
sight upon entering the dark good,butinmodinterior of the tiny cafe.
eration. In this inMismatched tables and stance, however,
chairs clutter thesmallspace. some evil ginger
On the day we went, it was fairy wenttoo far.
Thestir-frvwasa
obvious that the tables were
The stir-fry wasa
in desperateneed of agood greatly anticiwiping down.
pated encore to the delightful flapjack.
The owner, a short, portly However, it fell short of its savory promise.
Broccoli, cauliflower, red peppers, onman by the name of Robin,
took our orderat the counter ions and mushrooms created a colorful
in the back of the
taste on our sensitive
palates. The tofu was
restaurant.Unfortunately, two of the
spongy, dull, tasteless
sixmenuitemswere
and appeared as
unavailable,Robin
though some mutt in
informed us, due to
the alley had just
gnawed on it and
a serious gravy
givenupin disappointDisappointed,
ment. The curry weakly
but happy to try
tied the vegetables
something new, we ordered and tofu together,
the flapjacks and the curry
Aside from the mediocre food (what
vegetabletofu stir-fry(quite a can you expect, it's vegan), the decor
mouthful to say and to eat). was candy for our eyes. A darkly painted
The flapjacks were a mere blue ceiling with poetryphrases in green
$4.1 5 with a cup of tea while clouds creates an ambiance of mystery
the tofu stir-fry was $4.75.
and bohemian rhapsody. The warm
was
flapjack
bigger
The
shades of salmon and red on the walls
than expected and the offset thecooler shadesofblueandgreen,
edgesloppedoverthe plate leaving the customers slightly dazed and
onto the dirty table. Sliced confused.

Seattle has a new Italian restaurant ontheir hands from the same
people that brought you Bimbo's
BitchingBurrito Kitchen. Itis abit of
a walk for those students who do
not have a car, butit is well worth

'
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Aneclectic andmuchloved collection
of stuffed animals rested on the floor,
crammed unceremoniously in between
a piano and anacoustic guitar case.
Many other odd decorative pieces
caughtthe eyeas well.A blue and green
mermaid, resembling a pseudo-religious
artifact,hung from the corner of the ceiling and two pre-Paleolithic Macintosh
computers awaited any user patient
enough inside the front door.
Despite the candidness of this review,
the price of the food and the fascinating
decor makes the Globe worth a trip.
And besides, youcan rest assured that
your patronage willnot be leading to the
death or exploitation of any cute furry
animals.
If you ever go, we recommend the
biscuits and gravy, assuming that the
gravy is in stock, because it is a flavorful
surprise and tastes better than the fare
we settled upon.
And don't forget to say hi to Robin for
us.

Along
with this dealcomes ahousesalad
and complimentary bread. The
linguini with pestosauce and grilled
chicken was delectable and the
serving was of such huge proportions thatit mightrequire a doggie
bag to get through itall.
The other food items run under
$20. These include specific seafood, macaroni and a host of diverse Italian entrees.
Wine,of course,can be asmuch
as your meal or even more. The
mostexpensive would go for $40a
bottle. Along with the wine, the
appetizersare priced from $2-$13.
The service is experienced,
prompt and extremely helpful (almosttothepointof annoyance..al-

.

As the bill arrives, so doesa mint,
to vanquish any trace of garlic still
remaining on your breath.
Spaghetti Red's provides the
idealplace togetawayfrom those
ColumbiaStreet or Chieftain blues.
The atmosphere cries for couples
to occupy its space. A loner will
enjoy a good meal but will feel a
little left out on all the conversationsthatarehappeningonall sides
of them. So to wow the girl/boyfriend,a trip to SpaghettiRed'sisin
order.You won'tbe disappointed.
The Spectator
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WALLINGFORD

AMBER ERA-MCGARVEY

Staff Reporter
Flaming cheese anyone? The Bacchus restaurantprovidesnot only
a number of delicious
Greek dishes, but also a
night of exciting cultural

AMY JENNIGES
Neius Editor

experiences!

An essential,of course,
is the flaming cheese appetizer (which has a
much more appealing
Greek name).Before this
flame-boyant dish is
lighted, the waiter or
waitress instructs you to
call out "Oppa!" (pro"oh-pa")
nounced
when the alcoholsoaked cheese is set
aflame. Other diners
look over at your table,
jealous of the excitement and decide to order one for themselves.
Soon the whole restaurantis a parade of flaming cheeses and cheerful dinerscrying, "Oppa,
Oppa!" And that's just the appetizer
A large selection of vegetarian
dishes is another bonus to this fine
restaurant. And though Ihave not
tried the meat-full dishes, my companions
haveoften
remarked

on
the
quality of
the food
by occasio n a I
grunts of
delight
and indiscernible murmurs of glee
The avgolemeno soup (made with
lemonand chicken) leaves my date
in speechlessecstasy and sometimes
makes me almost wish Iwere not a
vegetarian. Though the meatless
spanakopeta (spinach with feta
cheese wrappedin filo) makesup for
anydoubtsImay havehad aboutmy
eating habits.
The atmosphere is most romantic

LA

The Wallingford Pizza House is a
bit out of place, sandwiched between the Guild and the Guild II
Theaters. It's easy to miss thislittle
house-turned-pizza parlour.
This cozy place was founded by
two brothers and a sister from Chicago who wanted to bring the
famous Chicago deep dish style
pizza's to Seattle.
All of the pizzas on the
menu are deep dish,
from your basic large
two topping for $15.25,
to my personal favorite,
the TomatoBasil combo
with romas, sundrieds,
lots of garlic and even
more basil.
The signature item is
the Dome, an individual
portion upside-down
pizza in abowlcreation.
The room isdimly litand the tables are Youhaveto seeitto besmall and cozy.
lieve it.It's the best deal
There is also an elaborate painting on the menu, at $5.50
that covers the walls of the entire for two toppings.
restaurant beautifully depictinga faThe WPH also has garlic bread and
mous Russianfolktale.
The prices are quite reasonable for
the amount of food that you get,
often coming with a side of salad or
soup.
And one never leaves hungry. For
you Seattleites who wish to be true
Seattleites,theircoffee is exquisiteand
Jeffrey Chavez
very, very strong!
Dessert.Inever leavethisrestaurant
Staff Reporter
without experiencing the luxurious
Itis 3:30 on a Tuesday afternoon,
taste of lemon custard wrapped in
yet another dull lecture in the
and
filo with lemon juice squeezed over
building has left
Administration
the top.
your
thirsty
comrades
you
and
This dessertis so beyonddescription
game
and
a
for
a
cold
one
o
that words like "Oppa!" don't even
pool.
your
You
scratch
collec
come close to celebrating its tastitlveheadsandheadtwoblocks
ness.
to the Garage.
over
When Isay this restaurant is fabuThe Garage opened a few
lous, excellent, wonderful and maryears ago with the backing o
velous, perhaps I exaggerate. But
someof themostnotable local
you won'tknow until you try it.
musicians in Seattle.
The result Is a combination
restaurant/poolhall witha professional and personal staff
readytotake onthechallenges
presented by the belligerent
21-year-old college student. The
Garage has one of the most beloved happy hours in town.
From 4- 7 p.m. you can enjoy a
reduced hourly rate of pool, $4, as
wellas $2 pints of beer and $3 well

PUERTA

Steve ford

Editor-in-Chief
The two best reasons to visit La

Puerto, the cool little Mexicanres-

taurant just West of Cafe Vita, are
1) It'scool and 2) it's close.
Things to check out: the "authentic" atmosphere; margaritas
inthosecheesycactus glasses; the
free chips andsalsa (hotlhotlhotl);
the waitresses who dance to the
ever-present Ranchero music ;oh
yeah, and the food!
Speakingof which,saveroom by
ordering themediumcombo plate
(with choicesof enchiladas,tacos,
tamales, and chalupas inavariety
of flavors) so that you can try the
fried ice cream. Mmm-mmml
That and it's only three blocks
away. How can you miss?
The Spectator

salads, and has a
beverage menu
with beer, wine
and soda.
Although the
pizzaisquite filling,
try to leave room
for dessert. The
WPH stocks ice
cream, Frango
desserts,
and
cheesecake to
round out your
meal.
Parking is validated at the
nearby Washington Mutual parking
lot.

GARAGE

The full bar accommodates even
the most discriminating tastes, emphasizing single malt scotch as \*efl
as some of the more trendy cocktails— includingcosmopolitans and

martinis. Don't be fooled, Ihe redwalled bar also servesbottled beer
and old standbys Jim Beam. Jack
Daniel's et al.
Thekitchen opens at5 p.m. daly.
serving a more traditional "bar"
menu including meatloaf, paSta.
On any given late afternoon, the pizza and salads, all under $11.place Is buzzing with a mix of SU
The menu has something for evstudents,locals andemployeesfrom

area hospitals.

While playing a game of pool or
sitting in one of the black vinyl
booths,youandyour comrades can
enjoy a plate of fries for $3, while
listening to a variety of music
pumped through this converted
bodyshop. We arenot talkingabout
thefrozen varietyof deepfriedspuds
here. These sexy fries are prepared

eryone.Including vegetarians. Ihe
Mediterranean plate, $8, and spicy
vegetable saute, $10, are popular
with the non-meat eating sect.
While you can get a decent meal
at the Garage, you really should
focus more on playing pool and
people watching; when 7 o'clock
rollsaround,itisback totherealityof
$5 pints ofBudweiser.
The Garage accepts afl major
credit cards, butleave yourchecks
athome.
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NCAA Basketball

99-00 Preview:
Look outfor Cinderella
tion to challenge Michigan State
for the Big 10 title.
5) Connecticut. Last year's national champions return for an-

Chester Chastek

Hoops Columnist

In the wild world of college
hoops, one thing remains constant: inconsistency. Last year's
season was fullof top25 surprises
and upsets, and this year's field
appearstobe thesame.OhioState,

Auburn, Florida and Gonzaga all
return fromlast year's Cinderella

seasons in hopes of bringing their
respective school's the National
Championship. And now for my
Official College Basketball Top

other title shot. With the departures of Richard Hamilton and
RickyMoore, theHuskieswillrely
heavily on junior point guard
KahlidEl-Amin and senior center
Jake Voskuhl to carry the load.
Though theholes left by Hamilton
and Moore are gapping, look for
Albert Mouring and Kevin Freeman tostep up and fill the void, if
that happens, this team could be
back cutting down the nets in Indianapolis.
6) Florida. A young team,
Florida is led by sweet shooting
Mike Millerand Udonis Haslem.
The up-tempo Gators hope to run
and gun their way to the SEC title
and a shot at thenational championship. Look for senior guard
KenyanWeeks and frosh Donnell
Harvey to make instant impacts,
but this teamis onlygoingas far as
MillerandHaslem will take them.

Ten:
7) Cincinnati.Afteranother sec1) Michigan State. Last year's ond round exit from the tournaFinalFourteam returns three start- ment (theirthirdinas many years),
ers, including player of the year the Bearcats look to fly high into
candidate Mateen Cleaves. Indianapolis and walkawaycham-

MSU's Big 10 powerhouse,de- pions. Led by super shot blocker
spite a stress fracture that will Kenyon Martin, Cincinnati hopes
sideline Cleavesuntil early Janu- tobully their way to the top. Look
ary,willrelyheavily onsoftshoot- for frosh DeMarrJohnson toshoot
ing Charlie Bell andcenter Andre the lights out, and if he does, this
Hutson (both returning starters). teamcould win thenational chamA tough earlyschedule (at North pionship.
8)Temple. John Chancy has his
Carolina on Dec. 1, at Kentucky
Dec. 23 and versus Kansas in Owls back in the hunt for a naChicago on Dec. 27) will be the tional championship. With four
stick by which Michigan State startersreturningand anunusually
willmeasure themselves without deep bench, Temple is in the
Cleaves, but if they can survive driver's seat fora Big East chamwithout him, watch out for this pionship.Ledbyseniorpoint guard
team inMarch.
Pepe Sanchez and junior small
2) Auburn. One oflast year's forward Mark Karcher, the Owls
surprise teams, Auburn, once hope to avenge last season's East
again is in prime position to win Regional loss against Duke and
theSEC. With fourreturningstart- make the final push into the title
ers, including high-flying Chris game.
Porter, theTigers hope toput last
9)Syracuse.With fivereturning
years disappointing exit in the starters and their top seven back,
Sweet-16 behind them. Along the Orangemen are a lock for the
with their four starters, Auburn NCAA tournament.Ledby superreturns 11lettermen and four se- starcenter EtanThomas, this Syraniors. If this squad can remain cuse team has all the right pieces
injury free, their depth should for a run at the title.
10)Gonzaga.Perhapslast year's
carry thema long way.
3) North Carolina. This peren- biggest surprise team (though not
nial ACCpowerhousereturns four so here) the Bulldogsarebackand
starters and looks to shed the in- hungry for more.With the return

consistent play that plagued them
most of last year. Led by senior
point guard Ed Cota and junior
centerBrendanHay wood,theTar
Heels hope to once again capture
the ACC title and send North
Carolina to Indianapolis for the
championship game.
4)OhioState.Boasting thebest
backcourtin the nation,theBuckeyes willbattle the restof the Big
10 en route to a return trip to the
Final Four. With Scoonie Perm,
Michael Redd and senior center
KenJohnsonleadingthe way,this
Buckeye team is in prime posi14

of three starters, led by Matt
Santangelo, scoring leader Richie
Frahm and powerhouse Casey
Calvary (he added 20 pounds of
muscle and increased his bench
press from 270 to 370 pounds),
this Bulldog teamcouldonce again
return to theEliteEight and possibly the Final Four. Watch out
America, this team is for real!
These are my picks as the teams
that willcompete for the National
Title, but like Isaid before, the

season will likely be filled with
excitement,upsets,and most ofall
inconsistency.

JEREMY EDWARDS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Frosh swingmanNicholas Crespinel (40) slaps glass as he scores. TeammateBrianJohnson (15) looks on.

Challenges await men
Ford Clary
Sports Editor
Nicole Young
Staff Reporter

ponents into an up-tempo game,
While the Sonics are off to a hot
start, the jury is still out on the

Yin Baker roles in the scenario.
According to Hairston, so far the
two have done a good job getting
everyone on the team to bond.
Senior Ary-Turner will man the
pointguard position, while junior
Nelsonwill switch fromplaying on
the wing to playing down on the
block. The Chieftains will look to
use his height after losing so many
big guys during the offseason.
The other starters will be junior
transfer guardChrisHunter, redshirt

Chieftains. Only time will tell if
they can rise to the challenge.
TheChieftainsface anadditional
The 1999-2000 Seattle Univer- challenge that the Sonics did not
sity men's basketball team might have, they lost many contributing
notbe as far from theSeattle Super- members from last year's team.
Gone are Mack Junior, Ryan
sonics as you might think.
Goode,
Dan Fabela and Arne
When Seattle Sonics coach Paul
Westphal began practice this year, Klubberud. One of these four led
he knew he had abunch of young the team in scoring almost every
andnew faces to mix with two vet- game lastyear.This groupdid more frosh center Ed "Big Red"
erans and try to bring it all together than score however, they provided McLaughlin, and frosh swingman
and rebound from a disappointing hard-nosed play and veteran lead- DylanLeptich.While thistriomight
ership.
be unexperiencedthey willlearn on
year.
As if losing that core of seniors the fly.
Westphal knew that alack ofsize
Hunter should combine his raw
would force his team to play small was notenough, senior postTommy
ball and try to use their athletic Mitchell and sophomore postJason athletic ability with Ary-Turner's
Welker bothdecidednottoreturn to leadership abilities to give SU a
ability to run teams off the court.
If you substitute Chieftain coach the team this year. Mitchell's pres- solidbackcourt tandem.Nelson will
AlHairston'sname for Westphal's, ence on the offensive glass will be use his silky jump shot fromcloser
it is easy tosee the similarities. SU particularly hard to replace.
in this year, but he can still fill the
hoop from outside. McLaughlin
So whois left?
has manynew faces to blendin with
Leading the Chieftains into the will provide sizeand strengthon the
only two returning players, who
saw significant minutes last year. fray this year areco-captains Tayon insideandshouldhelpontheboards.
He will try to use his undersized Ary-Turner and Jeff Nelson. They
team's athletic ability to force op- are assuming the Gary Payton and See men's hoops on page 17
The Spectator
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Crew done, for now
Awaiting spring season
ScanWalsh
StaffReporter

TOGRAPHER

A victoriousMike Seller celebrateshis swimin the 1,650 yardfreestyle on Fridayagainst Central Washington.

Swimmers meet challenge
ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL

the 50 and 100 free events, and

The Chieftain swim

Staff Reporter

Kristin Johansingin the 400 IM.

The sign on the wall read, "No
one comes into our pool and pushes
us around."The SeattleUniversity
men's and women's swim teams
stood by those words this weekend
as they defeated the Central Washington University and Pacific
Lutheran University swimmers in
back-to-back contestsonFriday and
Saturday.
The SU mensquashed their competition, overpowering the CWU
Wildcats 147-53. The Chieftains

the same results as the SU swim
mances once again. TheSUmen's
teampummeiedthePLULutes 159-

meets.

-45,recordingseven NAIA National
qualifying times, while denying the
PLU men a chance to record any

When askedabout the team's reaction to the wins, men's co-team
captainJoshBabigansaid,"We feel
great; the enthusiasm is something
that is part of us now."
Though both the men's and
women's teams wereconfident they
would do well against CWU and
PLU, they know they have a tough
roadahead of them.

Saturday's meet produced much
teams turned outimpressive perfor-

first place finishes.
The female Lutes were also unable tocompete withtheir SUcounterparts' commandingpresence on
the pool deck, and fell 146-58, as
the SU womenqualifiedswimmers
recordedfirstplace finishesin 10of with NAIA National qualifying

11 events,includingMike Selter in
the 1650 yardfreestyle,200 butterfly, and 500 free, Chris Garcia in
the 200 free, Steve Sullivan in the
50 free, JosephLaughlininthe 100
free,ElliottKolbein the 400IMand
200 breaststroke, as well as winning the 400 free relay and 400
medleyrelay.
TheChieftain women swimmers
captured themselves a 30point vic-

tory bydefeating the Wildcats 117-87, winning six events to CWU's

five. First place finishers included
Megan Ackerman in the 1650 and
500 free events, Megan Montague
in the 200 free, Stephanie Fong in

x■

t

times in seven events and finished
first in all 11.
As sophomore Jessa WilkinsHaight put it, "This team is unlike
any otherI
havebeen on. They face
challengeswith excitementinstead
of beingintimidated."
Head coach Craig Mallery has
been creditedbymany ofhisswimmers for much of the teams' success
thus far.
"Before the meet," WilkinsHaight said, "Craigpumped us up,
and talkedabouthownoone thought
we could get up to this level, and
how this wasour chance to surpass

"I don't think wehave competed
against anyone at our level yet,"

junior MikeSeltersaid.SU'sstrongest competition will show itself
later in the season when the Chieftains face Simon Fraser University
and UC Davis.
"We want to make our presence
known within the division,"Selter
said, "andIthink we'll give 'ema
run for their money."
Having three winsunder thebelt
this early in the season can't hurt
the teams' momentum, but as
Wilkins-Haight said,"It'llbeinteresting to see if wecan stop it from
going to our heads."

The staff of The Spectator would like to offer
congratualtions and good luck to Seattle "University alumni and former Sports Editorof The Spectator
■

Jason Lichtenberger.
Lichtenberger was recently named as the new
Sports InformationDirector for SU. It's a bigjob,
but we are sure he can do it.

*XLUBs£tr

II LXAT

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
aboutthis test; or how to teach
it, than I
do. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question - let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915

[ll^Wljilji^M' [ilWll

teams want

sobadly to exceedthe expectations
that have been placed upon them,
that in order to do so, they consistently create anatmosphereboiling
over with enthusiasm during their

point last year. The team is also far
bigger in numbers this year.
There are 22 varsity rowers and
TheSeattleUniversity crew team 24 row for the novice squad. The
finished its fall racing season last latter is composed of those who
Saturday in a scrimmage against have competed forone yearorless.
Seattle Pacific University and These numbers are triple those of
Willamette University.
last year. Although the rowernumThe regatta was the third and bers are high, there is a shortage of
final of the season, whichincluded coxswains.
some very positive showings for
Palacian andassistantcoachChris
the team to build on. The team has Mueller willremainfocused on imbeen practicing since midOct. and proving to be competitive for the
will continue to train throughout upcoming spring season.This will
the winter for the spring racing remain a constant goal throughout
season, which is set to begin in
thewintersincethe varsity isyoung
March.
withonly three seniors onthe squad.
Headcoach Carlos Palacian has
Last year was SU's best ever.
this attitude towards the fall sea- Thereis optimism that they can do
son:"Whocares?Certainly we want betterthis year,especially withhow
things have gone so far.
to do well and it's nice, but they
[the scrimmages] don't matter."
Thewomen'steamhasbeenrowHis views may seem surprising ing superbly, and the novice men
untilonerealizes that last year the made a strong showing with a secChieftainsdidpoorly inthe fall,but ond place at the Falcon Four Miler
come spring theydominated, espe- two weeks ago.Still, there is work
cially against rival SPU.
to be done.
So far this year, SU is ahead of
SU will begin racing again in
last season's pace. Palacian says March, and will finish its season
that the teamis in far better physi- with the Pacific Coast Rowing
cal shape than they were at this Championships in mid-May.

111]

LADIES NIGHT

London

$360

Paris

$415

New York

$256

Amsterdam....sssB
633-5000

w/ DJ shawn Speed
Friday: MC DruHa
Saturday: MC Neil

4341University Way NE

Must bring valid student ID
21 + over

All fares are rouncKnp Taxnotincluded
Some restrictions appfy.

Friday Ladies are Free!

Iflfll travel!
We've Been There.

Located inPioneer Square
Ist & Yesler

The Spectator
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to listen to it. Tons of channels. Integrated chat. MP3 and CD playback.
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Men's soccer falls 3-1 in regional semis
Ford Clary
Sports Editor

the first half, and the Chieftains intohis own goal. Theunfortunate season
"We have a certain standard of
Although they faced a tough ethics, hard work and unity that
went intohalftime with a 1-0 lead. goal symbolized what had been a
schedule, Fewing and his players stand for being a Chieftain for our
The Chieftains lead must have tryingday for the Chieftains.
"In the secondhalf they took it to are notat ail satisfied with this sea- soccer team and Larry knows what
The membersof theSeattleUni- seriously disturbed Concordia beversity men's soccer team should cause they came out of the locker us. They were more inspired," son. The team is having meetings it is."
haveknownright when theylooked room determined tobattle their way Coach Pete Fewing said. "They this week to try and correct misOliver will leave a vacancy as
out their windows. Thedarkclouds back into the game,and that they playedto win,and we playednot to takes andget focusedfor next year. the last line of defense.
andpouringrainshouldhave tipped did.
Fewinghas already been spending
lose. That's dangerous."
"Jason willbesorely missed. He
They took a page out of the SU
Despite the first half advantage, all day in his office working on has beenhere four years and is the
off the Chieftains that it was going
to be one ofthose days.
inspirational leader of the team,"
book and were able tomaintain the SU was outshot 15-5 for the game. recruiting for next year.
Despite the ominous signs, the ball in their offensive end for the Although he gave up three goals,
Fewing thinks his players can Fewing said.
Doyle didrecord sevensaves.
Chieftains traveled down 1-5 to duration ofthe secondhalf.
learn from this season that there is
SU will be hard pressed to find
to
Univerposted
Portland face Concordia
The Cavaliers
their first
The loss ended the Chieftains' more to winning than justshowing anyone as consistent as Olmstead.
sity in the NAIA Regional Semifi- goal 63minutes
up.Healsostressed that He wonnearly everyballhe had a
nals.
into the game.
past success does not chance for and almost never falThe second-seeded Chieftains CU midfielder
mean future success.
tered when he got the ball.
were upset by the third-seeded CU Ryan Scott put
While heseesthat his
"Jamin is a hard-working, blue
to
players need some im- collar player. Heplayed withpain,"
Cavaliers 3-1.The upset waseven a header past
more dramatic becauseSUbeat the
provement, he takes Fewing said. Olmstead has been
not to
Cavaliers earlier in the season 2-1. Jeremiah Doyle
some of the responsi- here for five yearsso Fewing saidit
MEN'S SOCCER COACH PETE FEWING
Early in the game, an upset was toknot the score
bility for the poor sea- will be almost unbelievable to be
son himself.
the farthest thing from anyone's
without him.
mind. The Chieftains came out goalcame after
"Every morning, I Despite the losses of so many
wakeupand ask myself great men and players, the Chiefstrongand dominated the first half. he was able to
They controlled the ball and main- redirectoneof histeammate'sshots season.Concordialost the nextday what Ican do today to get the team tains' cupboard is not bare.
—
tainedpossession twoofthe things that hadbeen deflected by a Chief- to Simon Fraser University in a back to Nationals," Fewingsaid.
Up front they return Watson and
they had been working onimprov- tain defender.
game settled bypenalty kicks.SFU
The tough loss marked the last Nelson. Watson ended the season
ing all week in practice.
Scott struck again for the Cava- was supposed to represent the re- game in the Chieftain careers of as the leading scorer withninegoals
The Chieftains were finally able liers just six minutes later. This gionat Nationals to be playednext forwards GavinHewittandManuel and five assists. Nelsoncame alive
to take advantage of theirball con- timehe tookacomerkickand drove weekinAlbuquerquebutConcordia Ruiz, defensive stalwarts Jason in the secondhalfof the seasonand
trol 21 minutes into the first half.
the ballpast Doyle. Scott was able willbecause SFUhad toforfeit their Oliver and Lawrence Clowry and can hopefully continue to build on
Forward Scott Nelson scored for to get so wide openin part because winfor usingan academically ineli- midfielder JaminOlmstead.
that success next year.
the Chieftains off a throw-in from SU defender Trevor Korbol had gibleplayer.
Next year in the locker room the
Midfielder Jon Yamauchi will
forwardJoe Watson. Watson tossed been given a red-card just one
TheChieftains' finalrecord is 7- Chieftains will miss the veteran continue to patrol the middle next
a perfect setup to Nelson who fin- minutebeforethegoal. The referee 9-4. Theycan takesolacein thefact leadership and knowing authority year for the Chieftains. Alsolook
ishedthe playby turning and blast- whistled Korbol for a flagrant foul. that they faced one of the toughest of Oliver,Ruiz andOlmstead who for him to keep inspiring his teaming the ball past CU goalkeeper
The last goal against the Chief- schedules in America,as evidenced were all Captains.
mates to play theirhardest.
AdamPearce from 20 yards out.
Korbol,Mike Eiseman and Nick
tains this seasoncame onadubious by the fact that they played five of
Onthe field,Ruiz andHewitt will
Neither team was able to finish play where one of the Chieftains the 16 NAIA National Champion- bemissedfortheirexplosive ability Thurber combine to form the

They played win, and we played
lose. That's dangerous.

any oftheirotherscoringchances in

mistakenly deflectedaCUfreekick

ship qualifiers during the regular

Men's hoops:

athleticism
is the key
rom vave 15
Leptichisboth adecent shooter and
a tenacious rebounder.
When the Chieftains step on to

the court they willalmost always be
—
smaller than their opponents the
key is toturn that into astrength.SU
will look to play an up-tempo full
court game,much like their Seattle
NBA counterparts.
The depth of the backcourt will
be particularlyhelpfulin this cause
because Hairston said they are two
deep at both guard slots.
Hairston knows what he is talk-

ing about.He is inhis ninth year as
head coach.CarlErvinhas been his
assistant for eight years.Now, new
comer William Hopson wrll add
fresh ideas in his first year as an
assistant. So will Fabela. He is a
graduate assistantthis yearand will
helptheplayerswithhis knowledge
and experience.
If the young players can grasp
Hairston's game plan, SU will be
tough to defeat in coming years.
Frosh centerEdMcLaughlinfloatsa shot to the hoop versus the alumni,
"This willbe a learning process,
hopefully by Dec. or Jan. the team tent basis according to the players son, but while the Sonics will be
willcome together,"Hairston said. and the teams we face."
able to go home to their million
The Chieftains showed some
A positive thing for the Chief- dollar homes and extravagant
promising signs last Saturday as tainsis that they wouldonlyhaveto lifestyles theonlycomfort theChiefthey beat an alumni squad. This is win five of their 27 games to im- tains will haveis knowing that they
play for the love of the game.
the first time they have won in the prove on last year's 4-20 record.
SotheChieftains,liketheSonics,
past two years against the alums.
The starting five worked well, are workinghard toget everyoneon
Drew Herdner, Spectator Staff
but Hairston commented,"It's early. the samepage. Both teams willface Reporter, contributed to this arThe line up willchange on aconsis- frustration and hardship this sea- ticle.

The Spectator

to turn any pass into a goal.
"Manny(Ruiz) is just a wonder-

nucleus of whatshould be astingy
defense. Goalkeeper Doyle will

ful guy, and Hewitt kept battling
through many injuries to make an
impact," Fewing said of his for-

also return to help deny opposing
shots on goal.
Come rain or shine, next fall the
wards.
Chieftains willagain take toChamClowry will be missed for his pionship Field to test their mettle.
ability to mix it up with anyoneon However,once itnears winter, and
the field. Fewingnoted that Clowry playoff time,hopefully it willbethe
exemplified what it means to be a Chieftains raining on someone
Chieftain.
else's parade.

INTRAMURALS
Congratulations to the following Championship
teams:

Men's Open Division Champions FullRack
by virtue of their 29-22 win over Fierce Bush

Men's Rec Division Champions Mixed Plate
by virtue of their 27-8 win over Carbolic Smoke
Bombs

Corec Open Champions BAMF's
by virtue of their 29-22 win over GHEE
Corec Rec Champions Train Spotters
by virtue of their 18-10 win over Tower of Power

UPCOMING EVENTS
3-on-3 basketball tournament
Nov. 20 & 21. Games start at 10 a.m.
Men's, Women's and Corec Basketball

Rosters due and Managers meeting Jan. 11 at 6 p.m.
Classroom 155 Connolly Center

Ks

Women's andCorec Soccer

ts due and Managers meeting Jan.

12 at 6 p.m.

room 155 Connolly Center
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♥Mascot
News Are you a sports fanatic in need of an outlet for
your energy? You might be perfect as the new school mascot! Interested students should sign up at the CAC from Jan. 3 to Jan.10.
views will be held from
Tryouts and short inter1-4 p.m. on Jan. 13.
You should be prepared
to perform a short/ jfjjßEßtfk
\ crowd involvement
routine that will bel
Itaught by the cheer
/practices. Cheer pracsquad at their normal y
Wednesday at 7:30-9:30
tices are on Monday and
p.m. in the quiet exercise
room of the Connolly Center. Questions should be directed to Professor Suzanne Erickson,
chair of the Mascot Committee, at x5736.

WhßnFtX
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♥Th
C HeW

Community Week
The Breakroom (14th and Madison). When: Thursday Nov. 18.
starting at 9 p.m. Plus the Battle
of the Band Champs, SFO will
perform starting at 10 p.m.

.has been P°Stponed,
,

the inconvenience.

.
. ... council
%
♥Notice:The ASSU Representative
T

v
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JH SCO t
will be,Unveiled
,

T
Jan.

O

al

me

.
basketball
womens
unani-

.

mously passed a resolution that recommends to the for- g&nie
eign language department and to the College of Arts
Come prior to
and Sciences that American Sign Language be accepted
c game and get
* requirement.
as a fulfillment of the foreign language
£
t^^

<^N|ght\fght\^or^
on Wednesdays, 6:05 p!m.
in SUB 205. For more inforfcb44^fed^^adjj
mation about council subcomstan. i3ret a\chees^
mittees, contact the ASSUofpik^a for $7.\//
cil

meetings
at

some free BBQ.
lhe womens

game Starts at 6
p.m. and the mens
game is at 8D"m

fice at 296-6050.

♥ClubsPlease CHECK
Wonder whatit is? E-mail Frankie So at frankie@seattleu.edu.

REGULARLY. Thank you.
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Free Music
Free CD of cool indie music
when youregister at
mybytes.com, theultimate
website for your college
needs.

Pages Books News & Web
on 15th Ave E. is hiring
work study students for 18
hr/wk jobs as booksellers &
event organizers. Website
coordinators. Rates from $79/hr.Send resume & letter

.

To advertise, call Romie
Ponce at (206) 296-6474
or fax her at
(206)296-6477.

Law Student for
LAW CLERK

Valet Attendant

TheNW leading valet
service is now hiring. FT/PT
positions available. Av. $8{ pef hf
yia
tndning and
orders@pagesnet.com or fax benefits available. Silver
a<Jud Valet Nw (206) 633
tQ (2Q6) 302 7405 EOE
4QAA Ask for Wes

Help Wanted

Need active, mobile student.
Willing to collect data
immediately from local
businesses. Must provide
own transportation and
camera. Can earn upwards of Childcare Wanted
$100 a day.
Call Lisa at (425)889-9371 MercerIsland family
needs nanny. Starting
U
Researeh Center bonus. 15-20hrs/wk. Tues.
System Support
Specialist
.s&w

|

Can^

#JG-9551 -Part Time
Provide general HW/SW
support to center employees. Min. six months exp. in
set up and maintenance of
computer HW/SW. VAX/
VMS exp. required. Solaris
(UNIX) a+. Ability to lift
and carry computers weigh-

ing up to 50 lbs.More info
at www.fhcrc.org or jobline
at (206) 667-2977.Include
job number with resume &
e-mail/fax/or mail to
FHCRC/HR, 1300 Valley
Steer, Seattle, WA. e-mail
(as MS Word attachment or

inserted into message) to
jobresponses@fhcrc.org,
FAX (206) 667-6861.
FHCRC is an EOE.

reporting, application review, contracting and momtoring of housing projects.
■

You will gain valuable
experience in private/public
housing finance, local and
federal housing policies,
contracting and project
managementanddataba.se
management. Contact Doris
(206) 296-7540
for more information

|

-

-■■■-~?--M:

|

All classified adsmust be
submitted by Friday at 5
p.m.for the Thursday
edition.Pre-pay please.
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We are seeking a work study
intern to help us with annual

The cost for classifieds is
$2 for the first 20 words
and 10 cents a word
thereafter.
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Work Study

j

15-25 hrs/wk. Small downtown firm in estate/business
planning. Duties include
case management, drafting,
correspondence, legal
research and general admin,
Preferred familiraity with
Public RelationsAssistant Word 7 0- 50 wpm, attention
to detailand good writing
Bellevue PR agency serving skills. Contact Maila at
high-tech companies, PT,
Lyons Law Offices.
flexible, $10/hr, computer

.

.

@

The Spectator is where
it'sat!

a must. Autoneeded. $10-12 and writingskills. Send
an hour for a hard working
resume to PR manager at
704 228th Avenue NE St.
experienced nanny. Please
can (206) 236-8051
194 Redmond, WA 98053.

Work Study at
LocalBookstore
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11-21; Thur. - Sat. 7:30 p.m. and Sun. 2:30 p.m.

Lack /

ab«t +o
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I

Ongoing- SU Fall Drama productions "The
Lover" and "The Real Inspector Hound" through

Q /C

f~\

(i^Tj

£. cj^T-rhis
* sp2£Tlt

51ip

11/17-12/1

11/18 Father Brad Reynoldsspeaks as part of IIJ:
stxl/rt
w»
?
the Writers Reading Series. 3:30 p.m. in Wyckof
Auditorium.For info call(206) 296-5420.
11/18 -"Jubilee 2000 and the WTO" lecture with
Pete Strimer. Noon to 1p.m. inBellarmine Hall
5q
_^
1891Room.For info call (206) 296-5330.
11/18 Fast for SU Hunger Sweep.Donate food |v
i
or moneyin Piggott, the SUB or at Campus
Ministry.For info call(206) 296-6076.
"
|^-$ r«u yr s«^iLi;H
Ongoing-"Chinese Folk Prints" @ Kinsey
Gallery. Weekdays through 12-20, 1 p.m. to 4

■^

£%

'

I11/19- Swimming ©Whltworth.
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11/20 -Men'sbasketball ©Colorado State
University. Time TBA.
11/23 ~ Women's basketball @ Northwest

— - v?N I

\9 uou caw about

6 p.m.

11/26

v^r

- Men's basketball @ Concordia.
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11/18 -Socialist Feminist Work Party hosted
by Radical Women. Prepare for WTO protest
activities. 7:30 p.m. © New Freeway Hall. For
info call (206) 722-6057 or (206) 722-2453.
11/19 Last day of SU's Hunger Sweep.Final
baskets collected at noon. For info call (206)
11/24 -Millions of people chow down on poor
flightless birds as we celebrate our massacre
11/28- 1999 Seattle Marathon, 7:30 a.m. To
register or for info call (206) 729-3660.
OrganizationThird
11/29World
„.
,no Trade
*
o **i r.
Ministerial Conference begins, Seattle.
For
more info go to www.seattlewto.org.
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11/27- Women's basketball ©Evergreen
State College. Time TBA.
11/27~ Men>s basketball @ Condcordia.
Time TBA.
11-30— Men'sbasketball vs. University of
Puget Sound. 7:30 p.m.
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amount of space.
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